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From Editor’s desk
“Ako želite da stvorite nešto veliko, uložite u to ceo život.”
Platon

Pred vama se nalazi dvadeseto izdanje časopisa ’’Inženjerstvo zaštite’’ koje predstavlja mali, ali značajan
jubilej za uređivački odbor časopisa. Svojim međunarodnim karakterom i kontinuiranim izlaženjem časopis
ilustruje dobru reputaciju koju je postigao poslednjih godina u misiji služenja nauci i praksi zaštite i bezbednosti
radne i životne sredine, kao i brojne veze sa autorima i kolegama sa različitih univerziteta. Jedan je od retkih
časopisa u Srbiji, ali i u čitavom regionu, koji ima multidisciplinarni pristup teorijsko‐koncepcijskim,
komparativnim i empirijskim proučavanjima u ovoj oblasti. Trudili smo se da vašu pažnju privučemo zanimljivim
istraživanjima, da ’’uhvatimo’’ vezu sa aktuelnim trenutkom i inspirativno delujemo na nove istraživačke
poduhvate.
Dugujemo zahvalnost za saradnju, podršku i razumevanje, zasnovane na sličnoj naučnoj provenijenciji,
srodnim diskursima i pogledima na svet, i zajedničkim željama za uspešno savladavanje svojevrsnih izazova zaštite
u periodu koji nam predstoji. Verujemo da smo izborom tema i radova za ovaj broj časopisa napravili još jedan
korak u približavanju srpske i međunarodne teorije i prakse i doprineli promotivnim aktivnostima Vlade Republike
Srbije u ’’Godini bezbednosti i zdravlja na radu’’. Uređivački tim ’’Inženjerstva zaštite’’ poziva sve autore da i dalje
objavljuju svoje radove u ovom časopisu, a posebno podržava objavljivanje inovativnih i provokativnih studija
koje su zasnovane na različitim akademskim orijentacijama i metodološkim pristupima. Očekujemo vaše
preporuke i sugestije za teme od značaja za održivu budućnost.
Uređivački odbor časopisa želi da ’’Safety Engineering’’ doživi brojna izdanja na zadovoljstvo svih onih
koji su željni duhovne hrane i sveukupnog naučnog nadahnuća!
“If you desire to create something great, you need to invest your whole life”
Plato
The twentieth issue of Safety Engineering journal is a small but significant anniversary for the journal's
Editorial Team. With its international character and continuity in publication, the journal reveals its good
reputation which has been acquired in the last few years, all with the aim to support science and practice in
occupational and environmental safety and security. The journal also displays the numerous conections with the
researches and colleagues from various universities. It is one of the few journals in Serbia, as well as in the whole
region, which has a multidisciplinary approach to theoretical‐conceptual, comparative and empirical studies in
this field. We have made an effort to bring readers’ attention by engaging research, to “catch up with” the
present moment and to inspire new research endeavours.
We are truly grateful for cooperation, support and understanding, which are based on similar scientific
provenance, complementary discourses and worldviews, and a common desire to successfully overcome the
forthcoming challenges relating to safety. We believe that by singling out the articles for this journal issue, we
have taken another step in bringing Serbian and international theory and practice closer to each other and
contributed to the promotional activities of the Government of the Republic of Serbia in “The Year of
Occupational Safety and Health''. The editorial team of Safety Engineering journal invites all authors to continue
publishing their articles in this journal, and particularly supports the publication of innovative and challenging
studies based on diverse academic orientations and methodological approaches. We look forward to your
recommendations and suggestions for topics related to sustainable future.
The journal Editorial Team hopes that Safety Engineering will last and have many issues published, and
satisfy all those who crave for spiritual nurishment and scientific awakening.
On behalf of the editors
Prof. Dr. Vesna Nikolić
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FRAMEWORK OF A SAFETY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Abstract: Business processes are a structural element of the
management system of every organization. They take place in all
organizations regardless of their level of awareness. If there is no
awareness of the business processes in the organization, they become
spontaneous and not managed. If the level of awareness about the
ongoing processes is high, and if the processes were identified,
documented and managed, business process management can be
discussed. When modelling business processes, it is possible to apply
different methods and use different tools. In this research, the author
has applied both general and special scientific methods of cognition
and research methods of business processes modelling in the Safety
Management System, citing their advantages and disadvantages. The
result of the research is a proposal for a method that can be used to
model business processes of a Safety Management System and to
ensure continuous improvement of the system.
Keywords: safety management system, the methodology of business
process modelling.

INTRODUCTION
The international standard ISO 9000:2000 defines a
process as "a set of interrelated or mutually dependent
actions that convert inputs into results" [9]. The
process can be conceptually defined as "the course, the
path and the way something becomes or is, the
development, the procedure …" [10]. The HRN EN
ISO 8402:1996 standard defines the process as "a set
of interrelationships and actions that transform the
input elements into outputs" [11]. In one of the shortest
definitions of the process, it is described as the
transformation of the inputs into the output.
Transforming inputs into output converts customer
requirements into a result, making each process
original. The area of the transformation of inputs into
output is characterized by a system of complex
interactions between actions and resources. It is
recognized as a technology and the "know-how." In
the Instruction that Supports the Application of
Revised International Standard ISO 9001:2008, the
process is conceptually defined as "a set of interrelated
activities that transform the inputs into outputs. These
activities require the allocation of resources such as
people and materials". [12] Business processes
represent a number of logically related activities that
use resources to ultimately meet customer and
interested parties’ needs for products or services of the
appropriate quality and price, within the appropriate
timeframe, while at the same time realizing some value
[12]. The process approach involves systematic
definition and management of processes and their
mutual action in order to achieve the planned results in
accordance with the safety policy and strategic
orientation of the organization [12]. Process and

system management can be achieved by using a PDCA
cycle (Plan-Do-Check-Act) (Fig. 2) [10].
The subject of research in this paper is the
methodology of business process modelling in the
framework of a Safety Management System (SMS).
Modelling and mapping business processes are not the
same things. Business Process Mapping is a graphical
representation of a process that implies a logical
sequence of activities or phases of a process.
The research is based on a hypothesis that the
application of a uniquely well-structured business
process modelling methodology contributes to
demonstrating a process approach and enables an SMS
of the organization.
Modelling of business processes implies creating
models of each specific process. The model is an
approximate representation of a system or process that
serves to understand the system, to change or control
it. Models should be as simple as possible and yet
correct for the purpose for which they are made.
Models provide a description of complex phenomena,
their better understanding, as well as the
communication between those who are solving the
problem. In engineering and economics, models are
used to design new solutions, to test the properties of
solutions and to choose the best solution. The
recommendation is to develop a model in simple
modules with well-defined functions, which facilitates
the development and verification of the model.
Uneven approaches to business processes create
problems in practice, both for safety managers and
process managers, as well as for auditors. It is,
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therefore, necessary to choose a suitable methodology
for modelling business processes and apply it for the
modelling of all processes in the organization.
The aim of this research is to offer a methodology of
business process modelling that will be complex
enough to demonstrate the complexity of process
phenomena and, at the same time, so simple that it can
be easily understood and applied to all business
processes in organizations, regardless of their physical
size and activities.

when applying it in modelling all business processes in
organization. Management should create its own
methodology, or choose already existing one. In
practice, teams for business process modelling often
encounter the problem of verification of their own
solutions. This paper presents one of the possible
approaches.


METHODS
From the multitude of scientific methods, the
following ones were applied: systems theory (where
the hierarchy and the structure of the business process
are researched); the modelling method (which was
used in designing a business process); analysis (for
understanding of the philosophy of the business
process, the role of the process steps or process phases
for the functioning of the entire system), and a
synthesis method (for the purpose of understanding the
results of a process).



RESULTS
A business process has also been defined in this
context and it could be satisfactorily implemented in
an organization’s SMS. In this way, it can fulfill
requests to prove the process approach and improve
SMS, too. Finally, this will result in increased
satisfaction of the customer and other interested parties
who could fulfill their requirements.
"To make an organization’s activities efficient, a
number of interrelated actions should be established
and managed. Using resources enables the
transformation of inputs into outputs, which is a
prerequisite for the existence of a process. The output
from one process becomes an input in the next one.
The application of the system of processes in an
organization, the identification, interaction, and
management processes can be termed a "process
approach".
The advantage of the process approach is the fact that
this way it is possible to ensure permanent monitoring
of the links between individual processes within the
process system, their combination and mutual action
[10].
The main task for managers during the modelling of
processes is to establish, direct and describe events
during the transformation of input into output (Fig. 1).
In order to accomplish this task, management should
have a suitable methodology of business process
modelling as a part of an SMS. Different companies
use dissimilar methodologies. Modelling of
methodology mostly depends on knowledge.
Regardless of the methodology used, the teams who
develop business processes should remain consistent

Identification of the process is an initial task in
business process development and in formulating
demands (from a team): naming the process,
appointing the leader (manager) of business
process, defining its objective(s), defining input
and output requests, description of mechanisms,
rules, and controls. Afterward, they must determine
external and internal users of business process
results and designate process steps as elements of
the business process.
Diagram of the context is a simple display of a
business process from the highest level of
interaction which implies rules, controls, and
mechanisms during the transformation of input into
output (Fig. 1). The context diagram actually shows
a process as a transformation of the input
requirements in the output, according to the rules
and the application of the control, and by using
mechanisms or resources.

Figure 1. The context diagram of a safety management
process




Display of the static model of the business process
presents a logical sequence of process steps
modelling as an element of a business process. This
phase of business process modelling identifies
structural units where each individual process step
is taking place and locates control points at which
measurements will be performed. The static model
of the process allows further phases of the process
modelling methodology.
Description of the process describes customers’
requests and needs, and requirements derived from
specifications, standards, and regulations. The
methods and resources, objectives, as well as
allowed tolerances are also described. Defining
allowed tolerances, in fact, determines the
minimum quality level of a business process. This
is important since later one should determine the
reliability of the process as one of its most
demanding characteristics.
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Diagram of decomposition of the business process
is a methodologically confirmed graphical
representation of the process with all its consisting
parts - process steps. It represents a logical
sequence of process steps modeling. It specifies
input, rules, and controls, mechanisms and output
of each process step. A diagram of decomposition
represents a technology applied. It shows the
process per process steps that logically develops in
sequence. At the exit from a process step there is an
entry into the next one. Process steps in a safety
management process are identified as follows:



A-0.1 Analysis of requests,
A-0.2 Planning,
A-0.3 Organization,
A-0.4 Implementation of safety measures,
A-0.5 Reporting,
A-0.6 Analysis of results.
Description of process steps must specify input,
output, mechanisms, rules, and controls of each
process step, and it must locate the organizational
unit in which certain process step develops. Also, if
any of the process steps should be additionally
documented, there should be a written procedure.





The procedure graphically and textually shows
which activities are to be taken within a process
step and who is responsible for their execution or
control, i.e. the documents related to the activity.
Presentation of a dynamic model of the process is
a plan for implementation of the modelled business
process into the functional structure of the
organization. The plan shows which organizational
unit develop activities of each process step, and
which organizational unit is responsible for their
execution. Making a presentation of dynamic
model business process is a precondition for the
process organization itself. It is, in fact, very
important to ensure the compliance with ISO 9001
standards (2000 substantial revision and later
revisions), which is a transformation of a functional
organization in the process-oriented one (Table 1).
Establishing responsibilities for the process is a
logical continuation of work on business process
modelling. It implies the appointment of a
responsible individual for each process step. After
assigning responsibilities, there are preconditions
for the establishment of a management team for a
specific process. The management team is headed
by a business process manager. This ensures a
process-oriented organization of teamwork [7].

Figure 2. Decomposition of safety management process
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Plan of measurement within the process is based
on the description of the business process, i.e.
defined limits of allowed deviations, up to which
business process still shows reliability (one of its
crucial characteristics). The measurement plan
defines the names of control points where certain
measurements will be performed. It also defines
target values, allowed deviations and a method of
measurement. A business process is managed in
accordance with the measurements, comparisons
with target values, and possible corrective
measures applied.





Plan of information flow within a process is
necessary in order to clearly define which
participant of the business process provides the
information, who receives it, what the form of the
contents is, and when the information should be
sent and received.
Making further process documentation implies
writing procedures for each particular process step
which requires it, as well as writing supplementary
documents, such as work instructions, checklists,
plans of corrective measures and activities, etc.

Table 1. Dynamic model of a safety management process

International standards for system management require
the appointment of business processes and
demonstration of the process approach. However, the
standard does not suggest a solution, i.e. it does not
offer a methodology for modelling business processes
[2].
"As a result, there are different solutions in the
implementation
and verification
of process
approaches... In practice, solutions range from
minimums that barely meet requirements to maximums
that exceed minimum requirements. Managers often
have a problem to meet the requirements set by
standards. Advisors also have the same problem and
frequently offer different solutions. Consequently,
auditors also come across different solutions and
usually adopt them.
The consequence of such a situation is that the
modeling, implementation, and management of an
SMS based on the application of the same standard, in

daily the practice has a different level of quality and
gives different results, meaning that significant
deviations from the objectively possible effects are
achieved. Accordingly, the role of science is to offer
working professionals appropriate methodologies to
minimize the loss of quality". [4]
Bearing in mind the principle of systematization [3],
whether or not an organization has accepted a known
own methodology of business process modelling or
has developed its own, the methodology must be fully
mastered. It is necessary to apply the chosen
methodology to all the processes. The processes are
different, first and foremost, by their nature and degree
of complexity. They have a specific structure. Their
simplest parts or components, at the next lower level,
are the underlying processes or process steps.
The application of different methodologies in the
modelling of different processes that a business system
consists of, or inconsistency in the application of the
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chosen methodology, would hamper the recognition
and perception of the links between the various
processes, overshadow the process approach and make
it virtually impossible to realize the very essence of the
process approach.
This is because usually output from one process
simultaneously provides inputs into other processes,
and almost always outputs from one process step are at
the same time inputs into the second step of the same
process. This ensures the recognisability of the
interrelationships between multiple business processes
of a business system.

CONCLUSION
International standards for management systems
require the establishment of process approach.
However, these standards do not suggest how to fulfil
these requirements. The fact that there is no prescribed
methodology for business process modelling makes it
very difficult for working practitioners to meet these
requirements while working on the SMS
implementation. The same problem exists in the
process of education and auditing, too. Consequently,
the situation is, in practice, characterized by a great
variety of practical solutions, from minimalist to
complete. Organizations are left with the ability to
create their own solutions to prove compliance with
process approach requirements. Researches should
offer practical solutions to the experts, i.e. develop
methodologies and new management tools that would
be used to meet the requirements of the standard (i.e.
to confirm that a process approach was applied). This
paper offers a complete solution in the form of
business process modelling methodology, which can
be applied in various organizations of different
activities and physical size. In terms of application, the
methodology is universal, but also enables recognition
of specific characteristics of each organization and
every business process. By applying the described
methodology, great differences in practical solutions
would be avoided, facilitating process approaches and
process management, which would reduce quality
losses. Thus, this research shows how the application
of a unique, well-structured business process
modelling methodology contributes to an organization,
and demonstrate a process approach and also enables
an SMS within the organization.
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MODELIRANJE POSLOVNIH PROCESA U OKVIRU
SUSTAVA UPRAVLJANJA SIGURNOŠĆU
Miroslav Drljača
Rezime: Poslovni procesi strukturni su element sustava upravljanja svake organizacije. Oni se odvijaju u svim
organizacijama, neovisno o stupnju spoznaje o tome. Ukoliko nema spoznaje o poslovnim procesima u
organizaciji, oni se odvijaju stihijski i nisu upravljani. Ukoliko je stupanj spoznaje o njima visok i ukoliko su
identificirani, dokumentirani i upravljani, može se govoriti o upravljanju poslovnim procesima. Kod modeliranja
poslovnih procesa moguće je primijeniti različite metode i koristiti različite alate. U ovom istraživanju primjenom
općih i posebnih znanstvenih metoda spoznaje, autor istražuje metode modeliranja poslovnih procesa u Sustavu
upravljanja sigurnošću i navodi njihove prednosti i nedostatke. Rezultat istraživanja je prijedlog metode koja se
može koristiti za modeliranje poslovnih procesa i dokazivanje procesnog pristupa u Sustavu upravljanja
sigurnošću te osiguravanju kontinuiranog poboljšavanja sustava.
Ključne riječi: sustav upravljanja sigurnošću, metodologija modeliranja poslovnih procesa.
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL
NOISE MANAGEMENT PROCESS IN
CEMENT INDUSTRY
Abstract: The main environmental issues associated with cement
production are the consumption of raw materials, energy use and
emissions in the air. Noise emissions occur throughout the whole
cement manufacturing process - from preparing and processing raw
materials, from the clinker burning and cement production process,
from material storage as well as from the dispatch and shipping of the
final products. The heavy machinery and large fans used in the cement
manufacturing process can give rise to noise emissions. Cement Plants
are required to comply with standards for reduction in line with
national legislation, and to conduct measurements and perform noise
surveys.
Having this in mind, A TITAN Group Usje Cement Plant in Skopje,
following their strong commitment to high environmental performance
and Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainable Development
Policy in 2013-2014 have engaged an AMBICON Lab (Faculty of
Natural and Technical Sciences) from Stip, to conduct a Noise Control
Study in order to identify noise sources within cement plant and marl
quarry, determine their impacts on nearby residents and develop noise
control/protection strategies. During the past three years, the Usje
Cement plant has implemented most of the noise control measures
proposed in this Study. Also, a follow-up study during 2016-2017 was
conducted in order to assess the effectiveness of measures taken. This
paper presents the outcomes of noise reduction measures taken.
Keywords: noise, cement industry, process management, measures,
environment.

INTRODUCTION
Noise, one of the most widespread occupational
hazardous agents, contributes to 16% mortality and
morbidity due to the global burden of occupational
diseases and injuries [1]. Also, the World Health
Organization [WHO] report, [22] clearly indicates that
noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) is the most
prevalent irreversible occupational hazard. Exposure to
excessive noise is one of the major causes of hearing
disorders. It has been estimated that about 500 million
people worldwide might be at risk of developing noiseinduced hearing loss [18]. Prolonged exposure to noise
at high intensity is associated with damage to the
sensory hearing cells of the inner ear and development
of permanent hearing threshold shift, as well as poor
speech in noise intelligibility [10].
Noise is considered as a very important part of
environmental pollution, with a major negative impact
on life quality in urban areas. Transport and industry
are by far most frequent noise sources within urban
areas [4]. Based on the World Health Organization
(WHO) data, noise pollution was the third most
dangerous environmental pollution, after exhaust
emissions pollution and water pollution [5, 6]. In
addition, a large number of research and compliance
studies in recent decades, have indicated noise

pollution as significant environmental issue, which
poses a real threat to people's health and life quality [7].
The cement plant is considered one of the noisiest
working environments. Several studies in many
countries have reported high noise exposure in different
industries, however, few have focused on cement
factories [2, 3, 8, 9, 12]. Although the noise pollution
issues steadily grow, especially in developing
countries, these problems are rarely addressed in a
systematic manner and are most often overlooked
because their effects are not sudden or striking [15]. In
addition, noise pollution has been largely ignored in
terms of its impact on health and wellbeing [14, 16,
21].
A TITAN Group Usje Cement Plant in Skopje,
following their strong commitment to high
environmental performance and Corporate Social
Responsibility and Sustainable Development Policy in
2013/14 have engaged an AMBICON- FTNS Lab from
Stip, to conduct a Noise Control Study in order to
identify noise sources within cement plant and marl
quarry, determine their impacts on nearby residents and
develop noise control/protection strategies. Based on
noise level measurements at noise sources, a Noise
Dispersion Model for cement plant and marl quarry
was developed. Working closely with plant engineers, a
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wide variety of control measures were modelled and
based on the effects obtained from three different
scenarios. Realistic, High and Ultimate protection level
were developed.
During the past three years, the Usje Cement plant has
completed most of the noise control measures proposed
in a realistic scenario. Also, a follow-up study was
conducted in order to assess the effectiveness of
measures taken (Usje Cement Plant and AMBICON
Lab, 2016/2017). This paper presents the outcomes of
noise reduction measures taken.

METHODS
Noise Control Study in 2013, [19] has a phased
approach starting from noise sources identification and
profiling (measurements), noise modeling (DGM
development, source modeling, and maps generation),
model verification and ending with control measures
modeling, maps generation and scenarios development.
As the first step in study development, a 15 minutes’
noise levels measurement in one-third octave band
were performed and source-specific noise profiles were
created for all noise sources identified within the plant
and the quarry. Noise measurements were performed in
one-third frequency octave band according to ISO 1996
2:2010 Acoustics - Description, measurement, and
assessment of environmental noise - Part 2:
Determination of environmental noise levels, using a
Sound Level Meter type CR: 171C, an instrument Class
1 according to IEC 61762.
Measurements have been performed at 1,5 m height
nearby noise sources and on the most exposed facade
of buildings at a 3,5 m distance from the buildings’
walls and other reflective surfaces [13]. Frequency
analysis provides additional information about the
noise source as well as about the prevalence of certain
frequencies, whether they are in humans' hearing range.
Main noise sources within the marl quarry, as expected,
involve heavy mining machinery like bulldozers,
excavators, truck-tippers, primary crusher and marl
transport conveyors [19, 20]. Noise sources within
cement plant include sources like blowers, mills, fans,
filters and compressed air generators [17].
Noise levels for main sources within quarry range were
between minimal 64.5 dB for trucks and 98.6 dB for
bulldozers, while in the plant the noise levels were
between 82.5 dB for filters up to 100,2 for blowers
(Table 1).
Noise level data (source-specific profiles) were
embedded within a digital ground model (DGM) for the
plant, quarry, and their closest neighbourhood, using
the one of the most advanced Noise and Air Pollution
Modelling Software’s, SoundPLAN 7.2, produced by
Braunstein + Berndt GmbH / SoundPLAN
International LLC. The software uses tools for DGM
development, noise source approximation, and contour
maps calculation [11].

Table 1. Measured Noise Level close to
the main noise sources
Noise Source
Bulldozers
Excavators
Truck-Tippers
Primary Crusher
Transport Conveyor
Blowers
Cement and Raw mill
Fan
Filter
Compressor stations

Measured Leq,15min
[dB(A)]
95,8 - 98,6
78,8 - 81,2
64,5 – 69,7
83,4 – 86,3
77,3 – 78,6
98,3 -100,2
95,7 – 99,3
86,2 – 88,3
82,5 – 87,3
83,8 – 86,7

Using the same software tools, noise dispersion
(contours) maps for the area of interest were developed
(Fig. 1 and 2) and noise impacts assessed. Having in
mind specific plant operation regime (daytime work in
the quarry and no third shift in the plant), separate
noise dispersion maps (2D and 3D) have been
developed for the day and the night time.

Figure 1. Day time noise dispersion map (2D) for an
area of interest [19]

Figure 2. Night-time noise dispersion map for an area
of interest [19]
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In order to verify the Noise Dispersion Model (NDM)
developed, broadband measurements were taken at 20
measurement points within the plant and quarry area,
and at 10 measurement points close to residents in their
neighborhood.
Measured equivalent noise levels - Leq (Equivalent
noise level) were compared against modeled equivalent
noise (Tables 2 and 3). The data clearly indicate
excellent compliance between modeled and measured
data. Small deviations that occur at individual
measurement points are a result of additional noise
sources (mostly nearby roads), which were taken into
account through noise dispersion model adjustment
procedure.
Table 2. The comparison of measured and modeled
equivalent noise levels (Leq) within the plant area
Measurement
point
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Measured
Leq,15min dB(A),
2016
74,2
73,5
60,5
58,5
69,9
66,5
60,2
76,4
72,3
84,7
79,3
78,7
68,3
71,1
70,1
64,5
64,6
71,6
75,3
62,9

Leq,15min dB(A)
according to the
model
73-77
73-77
65-69
< 61
69-73
65-69
< 61
73-77
73-77
> 77
> 77
> 77
65-69
69-73
69-73
61-65
65-69
69-73
73-77
65-69

In the final phase, TITAN-Usje and AMBICON joint
teams developed a Noise Reduction Plan (NRP), which
described protection measures and set up the priorities.
Based on the anticipated measures reduction levels,
three stages (realistic, high and ultimate) were
additionally modeled using the same SoundPLAN 7.2
platform.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Following the NRP [19], in the last three years, TITAN
Usje Cement Plant has taken most of the noise
reduction and control measures as recommended in a
realistic scenario (Scenario 1). Most of the measures
were taken at noise sources within the plant and in
vicinity of the marl quarry, and include: closing
blowers in acoustic enclosure (Fig.3), a purchase of
new fans with lower noise levels (Fig.4), setting
silencers on existing fans and exhaust openings,
fencing noise sources (primary crusher, exhaust fan for
kiln 3) with acoustic panels and setting acoustic louvers
on compressed air station ventilation openings.

Figure 3. Closing blowers in an acoustic enclosure

Table 3. The comparison of measured and modeled
equivalent noise levels (Leq) in plant and quarry
neighborhood
Measurement
point
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Measured
Leq,24h [dB(A)],
2016
49,7
50,1
50,8
50,9
51,6
52,5
56,3
52,0
45,7
46,5

Leq [dB(A)]
according
model
< 50
53-56
53-56
53-56
53-56
56-59
56-59
53-56
< 50
< 50

Figure 4. New Exhaust fan for rotary kiln 4

Figure 5. Fencing of exhaust fan for kiln 3
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As a result of a silencer that was installed at a fan of
filter for kiln 3, the noise level is reduced from 86,5 dB
(A) in 2013, to 72,5 dB(A) in 2016.
Table 4. Measured noise level at fans before and after
noise reduction measures taken
Fan
Exhaust fan for kiln 4
Fan from an auxiliary
filter in solid fuel
preparation facility
Fan from mill filter in
solid fuel preparation
facility
Exhaust fan for kiln 3
Fan of filter for kiln 3

Measured
Leq,15min, 2013
[dB(A)]
93,5

Measured
Leq,15min, 2016
[dB(A)]
86,9

92,4

72,2

83,6

62,1

87,8
86,5

86,5
72,5

Setting the acoustic louver on ventilation openings as
noise reduction measure at compressor stations was
suggested. Noise reduction measures are taken in all
compressor stations, by closing ventilation openings in
compressor station for mills (Figure 8), for Packing
Plant No. 2 (Figure 7) and for solid fuel preparation
facility (Figure 6), which results in obviously noise
reduction level before them (table 5).

Figure 8. Cement mills` compressor station
Table 5. Measured noise level in front of the
compressor station before and after noise reduction
measures taken
Compressor station
Packing Plant 2
Cement mills
Solid fuel
preparation facility

Measured
Leq,15min, 2013
[dB(A)]
78,4
73,8

Measured
Leq,15min, 2016
[dB(A)]
69,9
72,3

80,1

68,3

In order to assess the effectiveness after completing the
NRP according to the realistic scenario, a follow-up
study was initiated during 2016/17, using the same
approach as above. New source profiles were generated
(measured) for all sources amended according to the
plan. The new noise dispersion model, taking into
account reduction measures, was developed and
verified. Noise contour maps clearly indicate
significant noise reduction levels in the zones where the
measures were taken. Significant reduction of day and
especially night noise levels is evident at solid fuel
preparation facility, packing plant No.2 and west side
of pre-heater cyclone tower21 (yellow marked areas at
Fig.9 and Fig.10).

Figure 6. The compressor station in solid fuel
preparation facility

Figure 7. The compressor station in solid fuel
preparation facility
Figure 9. Comparison of day time noise contour maps
for plant area (2013 vs 2016)
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[4]

[5]
[6]
[7]

Figure 10. Comparison of day time noise contour maps
for plant area (2013 vs 2016)

[8]

The results presented here proved that the approach [9]
taken is a rational and effective pathway for reducing
noise pollution impacts around the industrial plants,
even when they are located near the residential areas. [10]
The models show good compliance with measured
results and can be used with confidence.

CONCLUSION

[11]
Modern industry is facing ever-increasing challenges to
reduce their environmental footprints and satisfy
regulations, especially in case of distinguishable
industries that draw public attention. We strongly
believe that the example of a proactive approach
presented in this paper is to only way to address [12]
possible environmental issues in a timely and efficient
manner. TITAN Usje in Skopje had initiated Noise
Control Study well before the complaints or regulatory [13]
breach occurred.
Phased study approach started with noise sources
identification and profiling (measurements), noise [14]
modeling (DGM development, source modeling, and
maps generation), model verification, and ended with
control measures modeling, maps generation and
scenarios development, proved as a rational and [15]
effective pathway for reducing noise pollution impacts
around industrial plants. The presented models are in
compliance with measured results and, therefore, can [16]
be used with confidence. This approach allows proper
noise control measures planning and execution, and the
possibility to keep noise levels within the regulation [17]
limits.
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UPRAVLJANJE ZAŠTITOM ŽIVOTNE SREDINE I ZAŠTITOM NA
RADU U INDUSTRIJI CEMENTA
Marija Hadži-Nikolova, Dejan Mirakovski, Nikolinka Doneva. Nataša Bakreska
Rezime: Najčešći problemi zaštite životne sredine u proizvodnji cementa su potrošnja sirovina i korišćenje
energije, kao i emisije u vazduh. Emisija buke nastaje tokom celog procesa proizvodnje cementa, počevši od
pripreme i prerade sirovina, sagorevanja klinkera i proizvodnje cementa, skladištenja materijala, pa sve do
isporuke i transporta finalnih proizvoda. Teška mehanizacija i veliki ventilatori koji se koriste u procesu
proizvodnje cementa mogu dovesti do velikih emisija buke. Fabrike cementa su u obavezi da poštuju standarde za
smanjenje nivoa buke u skladu sa nacionalnim zakonodavstvom, kao i da redovno sprovode merenja i ispitivanja
nivoa buke. Imajući to u vidu, Cementara Usje, TITAN Group u Skoplju, zbog izražene posvećenosti visokim
ekološkim performansama i korporativnoj društvenoj odgovornosti, kao i politici održivog razvoja je tokom
2013/14. godine angažovala laboratoriju AMBICON (sa Fakulteta za prirodne I tehničke nauke) iz Štipa, da
sprovede studiju o kontroli buke u cilju identifikacije izvora buke u cementari i rudniku laporca, utvrdi njihov
uticaj na okolno stanovništvo i izradi strategiju za kontrolu/zaštitu od buke. Tokom poslednje tri godine, cementara
Usje je sprovela većinu mera za kontrolu buke predloženih u ovoj studiji, kao i dodatnu studiju tokom 2016/17
godine u cilju procene efikasnosti preduzetih mera. U radu su predstavljeni rezultati preduzetih mera za smanjenje
nivoa buke.
Ključne reči: buka, industrija cementa, procesni menadžment, mere, životna sredina.
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THE PROCESS OF OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH AND SAFETY
Abstract: This paper presents the theoretical settings of the process
management and process approach with an emphasis on the
application of the occupational health and safety management concept
according to ISO 45001:2018 standard. The first part of the paper
presents the theoretical framework of process management and
process approach, with a description of the implementation of the
process approach, process planning, process analysis, and corrective
actions. The second part of the paper emphasizes the importance of
process management and process approach for organizing and
managing activities, in order to create value for the organization,
clients and other stakeholders. International Standard ISO
45001:2018 encourages the adoption of a health and safety
management process. The concept of process managing in
occupational health and safety is defined by the structure and
requirements of the standard itself, and it is known as the PDCA
(Plan-Do-Check-Act). The paper presents the concept of managing
occupational health and safety processes according to ISO
45001:2018.
Keywords: concept, occupational health and safety, ISO 45001:2018,
process management.

INTRODUCTION
Process Management and Process Approach
As a rule, organizations are traditionally set up and
managed in a functional way with an organizational
scheme. Whether it is a hierarchical, functional,
divisional or a matrix system, the focus is on managing
defined entities within the application scope. However,
these entities cannot provide external value by
themselves. Value is created collectively, by cooperation between all functional entities [1].
There are numerous process definitions, but generally,
we can say that process is a set of linked or mutually
dependent actions that will increase the size of the
result. Today, process management is a wellestablished management tool. Process management
aims to increase efficiency, which is therefore
considered essential for both economic development
and the economy as a whole. The review of the
scientific literature reveals numerous theoretical
concepts that can be very different from each other,
even to the point of mutual contradiction [2]. Process
management has become an inspiration and the
foundation of numerous research and application
initiatives. As far as management theory is concerned,
one of the trends in organizational management is a
process approach that comprehensively and
horizontally follows the structure of the organization.
In this approach, the selected elements of the
organization are coordinated by a particular process
manager, who is responsible for process coordination

[3]. With the process approach, processes are trying to
be more visible. There are many definitions of process
approaches, i.e. process orientations. The concept of
process approach refers to the description of an
organization that highlights the holistic processes by
which a certain value in the whole chain of product or
service is defined. Also, the process approach can be
described as a constituent of structure, focus,
measurement, ownership, and user [4].

Research goal and purpose
The development and improvement of the process of
health and safety management depend on a number of
factors. Among other things, international standards in
the field of occupational health and safety have also
significantly contributed to its development.
Consequently, the purpose of this research is to gather
new insights into the concept of managing the process
of occupational health and safety according to ISO
45001:2018.
The aim of the research is to define and present the
concept of occupational health and safety management
according to ISO 45001:2018 for effective occupational
health and safety.

Research tasks
In accordance with the set goal, the research tasks are:
 to analyze and display theoretical process
management and process approach
 to analyze and present the basic requirements and
structure of the standard ISO 45001: 2018
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 to define and present the concept of the
management process in occupational health and
safety in accordance with ISO 45001: 2018.

Methods
Scientific methods were chosen based on the problem,
goal and tasks of scientific research. To this end, a
number of scientific methods have been applied; their
combinations and order make the established research
methodology and meet the requirements of planned
theoretical research. Research methods represent a way
of solving the problem effectively.
The analysis involved the following issues:
 theoretical settings of the process management
 theoretical settings of the process approach
 content requirements and structure of standard ISO
45001:2018
 the possibilities of establishing the concept of
occupational health and safety according to ISO
45001:2018.
Theoretical settings of process management, the
process approach and occupational safety are analyzed
from the selected scientific literature. In this case, a
combination of deductive and inductive analysis is used
to classify and summarize the theoretical basis of the
research subject. The content analysis method
compares theoretical settings. Descriptive method was
used to describe the essential features and the very
concept of management. After carrying out the analysis
and comparison, key features are synthesized,
conclusions are drawn, and the concept of health and
safety management process is defined according to ISO
45001:2018.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Process management theory
A process is a set of activities that are interconnected or
are interacting with each other. Processes use the
resources to convert inputs into outputs. Inputs and
outputs are interconnected because the output from one
process often becomes the input for the second process.
ISO standards define the output as a "process result".
The business process with its activities uses certain
business resources (human, material, financial, time,
information, etc.) in order to meet the needs of the
users in the widest sense. Process output attains the set
goal and achieves a new value for the organization [5].
The process can be defined as a series of logically
related activities it actually consists of, with clearly
defined inputs and outputs from the process [6].
Business process management focuses on improving
corporate performance through the management and
optimization of a company's business processes.
Therefore, process management can be described as a
process of optimizing processes. Process management
enables the organization to be more efficient, more
effective and more capable for change than when it is
functionally oriented, with a traditional hierarchical

management approach [7]. It can be said that the
process itself is a system or a certain logical structure.
It consists of elements, sub-processes, process steps,
activities, compounded by a certain logical developing
sequence and has its own function. Building a process
is an indirect way to build a complete business system
or a functioning system, which consists of various
subsystems - organizational structure, documentation,
information, communication, management subsystem,
and process structure, and so on [8].
Business Process Management combines a managerial
approach with the appropriate technology to improve
the company's performance. Business Process
Management (BPM) is a systematic approach to
improving business based on formatting, measurement,
analysis, improvement, and process management.
Business Process Management is the systematic
approach to improving the business processes with the
ultimate goal of achieving business goals. It covers the
entire life cycle of the process: from defining and
modeling to performance, analysis, and process
optimization.
Business is a system of integrated processes. According
to Bosilj Vukšić, Hernaus and Kovačić, the basic
characteristics of business processes are the following:






every process has a purpose
each process has its owner
each process has a beginning and the end
the inputs enter the process, and outputs are results
the process is composed of sequentially performing
activities
 based on the inputs and outputs of the process, it is
easy to determine the success of the process
 the process should be maintained by well-known
internal and external suppliers and consumers to be
sustainable
 improving the process is inevitable [4].
Depending on the context in which the business process
is mentioned there are several process classifications.
Every business organization is special and must be
observed through the interconnectedness of business
processes and their associated dimensions. Regardless
of the size, activity or other specifics of the
organization, all companies have a whole series of
common processes and business dimensions:
 division by organizational structure
 division by time intervals
 division by territory
 division by product and service categories
 division by suppliers and buyers.
According to the field of internal processes within the
organization, the following division is possible:
 individual processes performed by individuals
 vertical (functional) processes that are part of a
function unit or department of an organization
 horizontal processes that go through several
function units.
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All processes can be more or less successful.
Successful processes have their own characteristics,
namely:
 the process should be directed to the user who is
intended to exit the process
 processes outputs should constantly provide added
value
 the process needs to have a capable process owner
 the process is understandable to everyone and
decision-making involves all those involved in the
process
 measures of success and efficiency of the process
have been set
 it is necessary to continuously improve the process
[7].

Process approach theory
The process approach is a management strategy. When
managers use a process approach, it means managing
and controlling the process that their organizations
conduct, interactions between these processes, and
inputs and outputs that connect these processes. This
also means managing these process interactions as a
system [9].
Applying process approach allows you to organize user
requests and enable continuous improvement. The
process approach implies that an organization manages
its business or activities as a systematic process, rather
than departments, people or products. It can be stated
that the concept of process approach serves the
description of an organization that highlights the
holistic processes by which the whole value chain of
product or service is managed. Also, the process
approach can be described as a constituent of structure,
focus, measurement, ownership, and user [4].
The purpose of applying a process approach is to
improve the way organizations are arranged and to
manage an organization effectively and efficiently.
This approach requires the adoption of a radically new
and completely logical way in which organizations
perceive their activities. It implies identifying,
understanding and managing business processes of a
company. All of these processes already exist within
the organization (using these processes in everyday
activities), but they are invisible.
The processes are different, first and foremost, by their
nature and degree of complexity, and have a certain
structure. Their simplest parts or components, at the
next lower level, are the sub-processes or process steps.
In addition, it is needed to build processes through the
methodology chosen by the organization, and it is
equally necessary for its consistent application in the
processing of all components of a process. The reason
for this is the fact that it is common that output from
one process simultaneously becomes an input into
another process, and almost always is an output from
one process step at the same time input to another
process step of the same process.

In this way, multiple systems processes become
recognizable and interconnected. The interconnections
between the several processes of synergy are
recognized as a process approach [8].
The process approach is a management strategy that
includes the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle and
risk-based thinking. This means processes are managed
and controlled. It also means not only to understand
what the underlying processes are but how they fit in
[10].
The process approach involves establishing the
organization's processes in a way that they act as an
integrated and complete system. The management
system integrates the processes and performs the
necessary measurements to achieve the goals.
Processes define interrelated activities and checks to
achieve the desired results. Detailed planning and
controls can be defined and documented as needed
depending on the organization's context. The process
approach in its essence must include risk-based
thinking. Risk-based thinking in the process approach
applies to:
 deciding how to address the risk (positive or
negative) in establishing processes for improving
outputs and preventing unwanted results
 defining the scope of process and controls on the
risk basis
 improving the efficiency of the management system
 maintaining and managing a system that
substantially solves the risk and meets the goals.

Establishment of ISO Standard 45001:2018
According to the International Labor Organization
(ILO) calculations for 2017, around 2.78 million deaths
occur every year in workplaces around the world.
Every day almost 7700 people die of a work-related
illness or work injuries, and each year there are about
374 million injuries and work-related illnesses causing
job absences [11]. ISO has therefore assigned the
ISO/PC 283 project committee to prepare the ISO
Standard 45001:2018 that will provide a framework to
increase safety, reduce risk and improve workplace
health, enabling the organization to proactively
improve its health and safety performance at work. ISO
Standard 45001:2018 was published on March 12,
2018, and replaces the Standard BS OHSAS
18001:2007. The purpose of ISO 45001 is to enable the
organization to proactively improve its health and
safety performance in the prevention of injury and
disease. ISO 45001 is much easier to integrate with
other standards for management systems (ISO 9001,
ISO 14001, ISO 27001, etc.) than was the case with
OHSAS 18001. The application of ISO 45001 provides
conditions and guidelines for system and structure
applications to protect employees and reduced risk. The
standard is designed to be effectively integrated into
existing management systems and complement related
programs for occupational health and safety [12].
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ISO 45001 monitors HLS's "High-Level Structure"
structure as defined in the Annex SL, which is used for
revised editions of ISO 14001 and ISO 9001 published
in 2015. Annex SL describes the framework for the
generic management system and creates a template for
management systems. This means the standard has a
common structure with all new and revised ISO
management system standards.

Annex SL
Over the past few years, the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) has published a number of
management system standards covering areas of
quality, environment, food safety, information security,
risk management, etc. Although all standards had
common elements, each had its own structure
requirements that led to some problems with the
introducing, especially if the integrated system was
implemented [13].

Figure 1. Overlapping requires different standards in
an integrated management system before the
application of Annex SL
In order to avoid such problems in the future, ISO
published in 2012 a new guideline called Annex SL.
The purpose of this guideline is to provide the same
structure, text, common terms and definitions for all
new standards of a management system when creating
new standards.
All standards published after the adoption of Annex SL
are accompanied by HLS "High-Level Structure". The
structure of the standard defined in Annex SL is used
for all revised editions, as well as for new standards.
This means that the standards have the same structure
[14]. According to Annex SL, the basic structure of all
standards contains 10 chapters.
By studying compliance requirements before applying
Annex SL with HLS and following their application in
structuring different standards, significant differences
in overlapping requirements were noted, which also
facilitated the simpler integration and merging of
different standards into a single integrated management
system. By applying Annex SL, a unique concept of
process management according to international
standards is created.

Figure 2. Overlapping requires different standards in
an integrated management system after the
application of Annex SL

Process management concept according to ISO
45001:2018
The elements of the process management concept of
occupational health and safety represent the structure of
the requirements of the ISO 45001 standard that is
conformed with Annex SL. Below are the basic
elements of the requirements that constitute the concept
of managing the process of occupational health and
safety according to ISO 45001: 2018.
1 Scope
The standard specifies the requirements of the Health
and Safety Management System (OH&S) requirements
and provides guidelines for its use, enables
organizations to provide safe and healthy work
environments by preventing workplace injuries and
disease as well as proactively improving OH&S
performance. It applies to any organization that wants
to establish, implement and maintain a management
system to improve occupational health and safety,
eliminate dangers and minimize risks, take advantage
of OH&S opportunities, and eliminate the
nonconformity between OH&S management systems
associated with its activities.
2 Normative references
There are no normative references in this standard.
3 Terms and Definitions
A total of 37 terms and definitions were stated and
explained.
4 Organization context
4.1 Understanding the Organization and its Context
Understanding the organization's context is used to
establish, implement, maintain, and continually
improve its OH&S management system. Internal and
external issues can be positive or negative and include
conditions, characteristics or changing circumstances
that may affect the OH&S management system.
4.2 Understanding the needs and expectations of
workers and other interested parties
Interested parties, in addition to workers, may include:
legal and regulatory bodies (local, regional,
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state/provincial, national or international); parenting
organizations;
suppliers,
contractors
and
subcontractors; workers' representatives; workers
'organizations (trade unions) and employers'
organizations; owners, shareholders, clients, visitors,
local communities and neighbors of the organization
and the general public; customers, medical services,
media, academia, business associations and nongovernmental occupational health and safety
organizations, occupational safety and health
professionals and experts.
4.3 Determine the scope of the OH&S management
system
The organization has the freedom and flexibility to
define the boundaries and applicability of the OH&S
management system. Boundaries and applicability can
include the whole organization or a specific part of the
organization, provided that in that part of the
organization has its functions, responsibilities and
authority to establish an OH&S management system.
The scope of use should not be used to exclude
activities, products and services that have or may affect
OH&S's organization's performance or avoid legal
requirements and other requirements.
4.4 OH&S Management System
The organization retains authority, responsibility and
autonomy to decide how it will meet the requirements
of this standard, including the level of detail and scope.
If this norm is implemented for specific parts of an
organization, rules and procedures developed by other
parts of the organization may be used to meet the
requirements of this standard, given they are applicable
to a particular part or parts that will be subjected to
them and are in compliance with the requirements of
these standards.
5 Leadership and workers participation
5.1 Leadership and Commitment
Leadership and commitment to top organization
management, including awareness, responsiveness,
active support, and feedback, are crucial to the success
of OH&S's management system and achieving the
desired outcomes. Therefore, the organization's
management has specific responsibilities that need to
be personally involved or directed.
5.2 OH&S policy
OH&S Policy is a set of principles outlined as an
obligation in which top management describes the
long-term direction of the organization to support and
continuously improve its OH&S implementation.
5.3 Organizational Roles, Responsibilities and
Authorities
People involved in OH&S organization management
system should have a clear understanding of their roles,
responsibilities, and authorities to achieve the desired
OH&S management system outcomes.

5.4 Counselling and workers participation
Employee counseling and participation, and where
available, employee representatives can be key success
factors for the OH&S management system and should
encourage them through the processes established by
the organization. Counseling implies two-way
communication that includes dialogue and exchange.
6 Planning
6.1 Risk and Opportunity managing Actions
Planning is an ongoing process that takes into account
changing circumstances and continuous risk and
opportunity determination, both for workers and the
OH&S management system. Unwanted effects may
include work injury and illness, noncompliance with
legal requirements and other requirements or damage to
reputation, etc. Planning considers relationships and
interactions between activities and requirements for the
management system as a whole. OH&S is concerned
with the identification of dangers, the way they
communicate, and by analyzing and mitigating the
known dangers, and the strategies of system
improvement.
Hazard identification begins at the conceptual design
stage of any new workplace, facility, product or
organization, and lasts throughout the life cycle to
reflect current, changeable, and future activities. The
organization can use various methods for assessing
OH&S risk as part of its overall strategy to address
different dangers or activities. The methodology and
complexity of the assessment depend on the dangers
associated with the organization's activities. The
assessment
process
should
consider
OH&S
opportunities and other opportunities, their advantages,
and the potential to improve OH&S performance.
The organization must establish legal and other
requirements that apply to its dangers, OH&S risks and
OH&S management system. Planned activities should
primarily be led through the OH&S management
system and include integration with other business
processes such as those established for environmental
management, quality, business continuity, risk,
financial or human resources. When risk assessment
and other OH&S risks determine the need for control,
activity planning determines how they are carried out
during work (for example, determining whether to
include these controls in work instructions or actions to
improve competencies).
6.2 OH&S goals and planning their achievement
Goals are set up to maintain and improve OH&S
performance and should be associated with the risks,
opportunities, and performance criteria the organization
has found necessary to achieve the desired OH&S
management system outcomes. OH&S goals can be
integrated with other business goals and should be set
to the appropriate functions and levels. Goals may be
strategic, tactical or operational. The organization can
plan to achieve goals individually or collectively.
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7 Support
7.1 Resources
The examples of resources are human, natural,
infrastructure, technology, and financial.
7.2 Competence
Worker qualifications should include the knowledge
and skills needed to adequately identify danger and
address the OH&S risks associated with their work and
workplace.
7.3 Awareness
In addition to workers (especially temporary workers),
contractors, visitors, and other parties should be aware
of the OH&S risks to which they are exposed.
7.4 Communication
The communication process established by the
organization should ensure the collection, updating and
sharing of information. It should also ensure that
relevant information is provided, received and
understood by all relevant workers and interested
parties.
7.5 Documented information
It is important to keep the complexity of documented
information at the lowest possible level to ensure
efficiency, effectiveness and simplicity at the same
time.
8 Work process
8.1 Operational planning and control
It is necessary to establish and implement operational
planning and control processes to improve occupational
health and safety, eliminate dangers or, and if this is not
possible, reduce OH&S risk to the level as small as
possible for operational areas and activities. Hierarchy
control aims to provide a systematic approach for
enhancing occupational health and safety, eliminating
dangers and reducing or controlling OH&S risks.
Measures that can be implemented at each level are
removal; replacement; engineering controls, job
reorganization, or both; administrative controls,
including training; personal protective equipment.
The goal of the management process change is to
improve occupational health and safety, minimizing the
risk of introducing new hazards and OH&S risks in the
work environment, how changes occur (e.g.
technology, equipment, facilities, work procedures and
procedures, specifications, staff, standards or
regulations).
The procurement process should be used to identify,
assess and eliminate the risk and to reduce the OH&S
risk, in products, hazardous substances or substances,
raw materials, equipment or services prior to their
introduction into the workplace. The organization
should coordinate procurement processes with its
contractors in order to identify the risks and risk
assessment and control. The organization can achieve
coordination of the activities of its contractors through
contracts that clearly define the responsibilities of the

involved parties and confirm that the contractors are
able to perform their tasks before being allowed to
continue their work. When outsourcing services are
used, the organization must have control over the
outsourced functions and processes to achieve the
desired outcome of the OH&S system.
8.2. Preparedness and response to emergency situations
Emergency alert plans may include natural, technical
and anthropogenic (created by man) events occurring
inside and outside normal working hours. The
organization must establish, implement and maintain
the processes needed to prepare and respond to
potential emergency situations.
9 Performance evaluation
9.1 Monitoring, measuring, analyzing and valuing
successes
9.1.1 General
To achieve the desired outcomes of OH&S
management systems, processes need to be monitored,
measured and analyzed. Examples of what can be
monitored and measured are: complaints about
occupational diseases, workers health (through control)
and work environment; incidents at work, injuries and
illnesses, and complaints, including trends; the
effectiveness of operational controls and exercises in
case of emergencies, or the need for modifications or
implementing of new controls; jurisdiction, etc.
Monitoring may include continuous verification,
oversight, critical observation, or status determination
to identify a change from the required or expected level
of implementation. Examples include the use of
interviews, review of documented information, and
observations of the work being performed.
Measurement generally involves numerical evaluation
of objects or events, which is the basis for quantitative
data and is generally associated with the assessment of
the performance of security programs.
9.1.2 Conformity Assessment
Frequency and time of compliance assessment may
vary depending on the importance of the application,
changes in working conditions, changes in legal
regulations and other requirements, and on the previous
work of the organization. The organization can use
different methods to maintain its knowledge and
understanding of compliance status.
9.2 Internal Audit
The scope of the audit program should be based on the
complexity and level of maturity of the OH&S
management system.
The organization can establish the objectivity and
impartiality of internal auditing by creating processes
that separate the role of an auditor as internal auditors
from regular assignments, or the organization may also
use external persons for that function.
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9.3 Revision of the management system
The management must review the OH&S management
system at planned intervals to ensure continued
suitability, adequacy and efficiency.
The system review involves considering a total of
seven different information and data.
10 Improvement
10.1 General
The organization should take into account the results of
the analysis and evaluation of OH&S performance,
conformity assessment, internal audits and review of
management systems when undertaking improvement
measures.

10.2 Incident, nonconformance and corrective action
There are different processes for incident investigation
and nonconformity assessment, or they can be
combined as one process, depending on the
organization's requirements.
10.3 Continuous improvement
Examples of permanent improvements include new
technology, good practice, both internal and external,
suggestions and recommendations from interested
parties, new knowledge and understanding of
occupational health and safety, new or improved
materials, changes in the ability or skill of workers, and
achievement of improved performance with less
resources (e.g. simplification, relief, etc.).

Organizational context (4)
Scope of the health and safety management
system (4.3 / 4.4)

Support (7)
Work
process (8)

Internal and
external
issues (4.1)

Plan

Leadership
and workers
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(5)

Planning
(6)

Needs and
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interested
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Do
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evaluation
(9)
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safety
management
system

Check

Act
Improvement
(10)

Figure 3. The concept of managing the process of occupational health and safety according to ISO 45001: 2018

CONCLUSION
The development and improvement of the occupational
health and safety management process depend on a
number of factors. Among other things, an international
standard in the field of occupational health and safety
also gives a significant contribution to its development.
Independently from a number of known definitions, the
process is defined as a series of logically related
activities with clearly defined inputs and outputs. The
implementation of occupational health and safety is
necessary for the normal functioning of a business

organization, and the application of such an approach
creates special value for the organization.
It can be stated that the aims and tasks of this research
have been achieved. Theoretical settings of process
management and theoretical settings of the process
approach have been determined by the research
conducted. An analysis of the requirements of ISO
45001: 2018 and discussion of all elements of the
management process were carried out. Key elements of
the process of occupational health and safety
management are presented in the introduction of the
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standard requirements. The approach to the
occupational health and safety management system
applied in this standard is based on the concept of PlanDo-Check-Act (PDCA). The international standard ISO
45001:2018 encourages the implementation of a health
and safety management process. The concept of
managing the process of occupational health and safety
is defined by the structure and requirements of the
standard itself. Standards requirements must be
inspected from the perspective of the system and must
not be considered separately, i.e. there may be the
interconnection of requirements at one point of the
standard with the requirements of other clauses of the
standard. The PDCA concept is a continuous, iterative
process used by organizations to achieve continuous
improvement.
To continue the research, it is suggested to initiate
research on each step of the PDCA concept in the
process of health and safety management at work. This
research will collect data on the impact of particular
PDCA elements and their relevance in achieving
performance indicators of the health and safety
management process according to ISO 45001:2018.
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KONCEPT UPRAVLJANJA PROCESOM ZAŠTITE ZDRAVLJA I
SIGURNOSTI NA RADU PREMA ISO 45001:2018
Darko Palačić
Rezime: U radu se prikazuju teorijske postavke upravljanja procesima i procesnog pristupa sa naglaskom na
primenu koncepta upravljanja procesom zaštite zdravlja i sigurnosti na radu prema normi ISO 45001:2018. U
prvom delu radu prikazane su teorijske postavke upravljanja procesima i procesnog pristupa uz opis
implementacije procesnog pristupa, planiranja procesa, analize procesa te korektivnih radnji za poboljšanje. Uz
navedeno, iznose se teorijske postavke zaštite zdravlja i sigurnosti na radu. U drugom delu rada naglašava se
značaj koji upravljanje procesima i procesni pristup predstavljaju kao način organizovanja i upravljanja
aktivnostima kako bi se stvorila vrednost za organizaciju, klijente i druge zainteresovane strane. Sprovođenje
zaštite na radu neophodno je za normalno funkcionisanje poslovne organizacije, a primena ovakvog pristupa
stvara posebnu vrednost za organizaciju. Međunarodna norma ISO 45001:2018 potiče usvajanje procesa
upravljanja zaštitom na radu. Koncept upravljanja procesom zaštite zdravlja i sigurnosti na radu definisan je
strukturom i zahtevima same norme, a poznat je kao PDCA (planiraj-uradi-provjeri-djeluj). U radu je prikazan
koncept upravljanja procesom zaštite zdravlja i sigurnosti na radu prema ISO 45001:2018.
Ključne riječi: ISO 45001:2018, koncept, upravljanje procesom, zaštita zdravlja i sigurnost na radu.
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Abstract: The European Union actively promotes methods of
alternative dispute resolution (“ADR”), such as mediation. The
Mediation Directive is applied in all EU countries and it refers to
mediation in civil and commercial matters. Encouraging the use of
mediation facilitates the resolution of disputes, and it helps to avoid
the worry, time and cost associated with court-based litigation. This
way, it enables citizens to secure their legal rights in an efficient way.
Keywords: alternative dispute resolution, the Mediation Directive,
judicial and extra-judicial mediation.

INTRODUCTION
The Mediation Directive applies to cross-border
disputes in civil and commercial matters. Mediation,
arbitration, and alternative dispute resolution (ADR)
are processes used to resolve disputes, either within or
outside the formal legal system, without adjudication or
decision by a judge. More recently, the terms
‘appropriate dispute resolution’ and ‘process pluralism’
have been used to express the idea that different kinds
of disputes, variable by subject matter type, parties
involved, or location of the dispute or transaction, may
require different kinds of processes – no one legal or
informal dispute process can serve for all human
disputing. Mediation is a process in which a third party
(usually neutral and unbiased) facilitates a negotiated
consensual agreement among parties, without rendering
a formal decision. In arbitration, a single third party or
a panel of arbitrators, most often chosen by the parties
themselves, render a decision, in terms less formal than
a court, but often with a written award. It covers
disputes in which at least one of the parties is domiciled
in a Member State other than that of any other party on
the date on which they agree to use mediation or on the
date mediation is ordered by a court. The principal
objective of this legal instrument is to encourage the
recourse to mediation in the Member States.
The Directive contains five substantive rules:
 It obliges each Member State to encourage the
training of mediators and to ensure high quality of
mediation.
 It gives every judge the right to invite the parties to
a dispute to try mediation first if she/he considers it
appropriate given the circumstances of the case.
 It provides that agreements resulting from
mediation can be rendered enforceable if both
parties so request. This can be achieved, for
example, by way of approval by a court or
certification by a public notary.
 It ensures that mediation takes place in
confidentiality.
 It provides that the mediator cannot be obliged to
give evidence in court about what took place during

mediation in a future dispute between the parties to
that mediation.
 It guarantees that the parties will not lose their
possibility to go to court because of the time spent
in mediation. Also, the time limits for bringing an
action before the court are suspended during
mediation.

MEDIATION IN EU MEMBER STATES
Croatia
The Government of the Republic of Croatia, through
the Ministry of Justice, provides strong support
(legislative, financial, technical) to the development
and promotion of mediation, and it has become one of
the important parts of the Judicial Reform Strategy.

Judicial and extra-judicial mediation
Mediation can be conducted in all regular and
specialized first and second instance courts (municipal,
county, commercial and the High Commercial Court)
in all stages of the proceedings, and therefore, for the
duration of the appeal proceedings. Mediation is
conducted exclusively by a judge of the court
concerned who is trained in mediation and who is
named on the list of judge mediators determined by the
President of the Court, by way of an annual assignment
of arrangements. A judge mediator shall never conduct
mediation in a dispute for which he/she is appointed as
a judge.
Extra-judicial mediation has been very successfully
conducted by: Mediation Centers at the Croatian
Chamber of Economy, Croatian Chamber of Trades
and Crafts and Croatian Employers' Association and
by the Croatian Mediation Association, the Croatian
Bar Association, the Croatian Insurance Bureau and
the Office for Social Partnership of the Government of
the Republic of Croatia. However, mediation with
selected mediators can be conducted outside of these
centers.
Pursuant to the Mediation Act (Official Gazette of the
Republic of Croatia), No 18/11 and the Rules on the
Register of Mediators and Accreditation Standards for
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Mediation Institutions and Mediators (NN, No 59/11),
the Ministry of Justice is to maintain the Register of
Mediators 3.

Alternative Dispute Resolution Commission
The Ministry of Justice established and appointed the
Alternative Dispute Resolution Commission, the
composition of which includes representatives of the
courts, the Public Prosecutor's Office, the Office for
Social Partnership of the Government of the Republic
of Croatia, the Croatian Chamber of Economy, the
Croatian Employers' Association, the Croatian
Chamber of Trades and Crafts and the Ministry of
Justice 3.
The Commission's mandate is to monitor the
development of alternative dispute resolution, monitor
the implementation of the existing programs and
propose measures to promote the development of
alternative dispute resolution. The Commission's
mandate also encompasses providing opinions and
responses to inquiries falling within its remit.

Legislative Framework
Mediation as a means of resolving disputes was
regulated for the first time by special regulation - The
Mediation Act (NN, No 163/03, entered into force on
24 October 2003), which has integrated some of the
guiding principles contained in the Council of Europe
Recommendation on mediation in civil and commercial
matters as well as the so-called Green Paper on
alternative dispute resolution in civil and commercial
law of the European Union. The Act was amended in
2009, and at the beginning of 2011, a new Mediation
Act was passed (NN, No 18/11), which entered into
force in full on the accession date of the Republic of
Croatia to the European Union.
In addition to the Mediation Act, which is the most
important, there are other laws governing this subject
matter in part, as well as implementing regulations
ensuring implementation of the law 2.

Mediation process
The mediation process is initiated by way of a proposal
by one party to a dispute which is accepted by the other
party, by way of a joint proposal by both sides for an
amicable resolution of the dispute, or by way of
proposal by a third party (e.g. a judge in court
proceedings).
Mediators are the persons or several persons who,
based on an agreement between the parties, conduct the
mediation. Mediators must be trained (the expertise and
skill of a mediator are the essential components of
successful mediation), and continually undergo
professional training. The Judicial Academy is of the
utmost importance in organizing and conducting
training for mediators.
Mediation is conducted as agreed by the parties. The
mediator, during the mediation, will ensure fair and
equal treatment of the parties. The mediator in the

mediation procedure may meet with each party
separately, and unless the parties have agreed
otherwise, the mediator may disclose information and
data received from one party to the other party only
where permission to do so has been given. The
mediator may participate in drafting the settlement and
make recommendations as to its contents.
A settlement reached by way of mediation is binding
on the parties that signed it. If the parties undertook
certain obligations under the settlement, they are
required to discharge them in a timely manner. A
settlement reached by way of mediation is an
enforceable document if it contains an obligation due
for performance in respect of which the parties may
reach a compromise, and if it contains a statement of
direct permission to enforce (enforceability clause).
Unless the parties have agreed otherwise, each bears its
own costs, while the parties are to bear the costs of the
mediation equally, or in accordance with a special law
or the rules of the mediation institutions.
According to most experts in the field of mediation, the
conflicting parties should almost always be encouraged
to resolve the dispute amicably. Mediation is
particularly suitable for business disputes (i.e.
Commercial disputes), as well as in cross-border
disputes (one of the parties is domiciled or habitually
resident in a Member State of the European Union) in
civil and commercial matters. It should be noted that
cross-border disputes do not include customs, tax or
administrative proceedings or those disputes relating to
state responsibility for acts or omissions in the exercise
of power 4.

Slovenia
The Act on Alternative Dispute Resolution in Judicial
Matters (UL RS; Official Gazette of the Republic of
Slovenia) Nos 97/09 and 40/12 - Fiscal Balance Act
(ZUJF)), which was adopted on 19 November 2009 and
came into force on 15 June 2010, requires first-instance
and second-instance courts to adopt and bring into
force a program of alternative dispute settlement to
allow parties alternative means of settlement in
disputes on commercial, labor, family and other civillaw matters. Under this program, courts are obliged to
allow the parties to use mediation in addition to other
forms of alternative dispute resolution.
The Ministry of Justice keeps a central register of
mediators who operate in court program for alternative
dispute resolution.
The Council for Alternative Dispute Resolution
operates under the auspices of the Ministry of Justice
and Public Administration. The Council was set up in
March 2009 and is a central, independent, expert body
of the Ministry with a coordinating and consultative
role.
Mediation may be used in civil, family, commercial,
labor and other property-related matters about claims
which can be disposed of and settled by the parties.
Mediation is also admissible in other matters if it is not
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excluded by law. Mediation is most common in civil,
family and commercial matters.
Recourse to mediation is voluntary. The Mediation in
Civil and Commercial Matters Act (ZMCGZ, UL RS
No 56/08) refers to mediation in general, i.e. to
mediation associated with judicial procedures and to
non-judicial mediation. It sets out only the basic rules
for mediation procedures, leaving other aspects to selfregulating mechanisms. For example, it lays down
where mediation begins and ends, who appoints the
mediator, the mediator’s basic rules of conduct, the
form of the dispute settlement agreement, how to
ensure it can be enforced, etc. Parties may deviate from
provisions of the Act, except provisions regulating the
principle of impartiality of mediator and the impact of
mediation on preclusion and limitation periods.
For the time being court-based mediation conducted
under ZARSS in disputes arising from relationships
between parents and children and in labor-law disputes
due to termination of an employment contract is free of
charge for the parties; parties pay only for their
lawyers. In all other disputes, except commercial
disputes, the court covers the mediator’s fees for the
first three hours of mediation.
Such an agreement is not directly enforceable;
however, it is possible. The parties may agree that the
dispute settlement agreement should take the form of a
directly enforceable notarial deed, a court settlement or
an arbitration award based on the settlement.

Austria
In alternative dispute resolution procedure, a mediator
assists those involved in a dispute to reach an
agreement.
In civil law cases, mediation can be used to resolve
disputes in which the ordinary courts would normally
take a decision. Parties to a dispute can choose for
mediation voluntarily to find their own solution to the
dispute.
In some neighborhood disputes, an attempt to settle the
matter out of court must be made first before the case
can be brought to court. This may be done by referring
the matter to a conciliation board, seeking a pre-trial
settlement through the district court (a procedure
known as ‘prätorischer Vergleich’) or by mediation.
Mediators are not registered as being specialists in a
given area, such as family, medical or building
disputes; however, the details of the areas in which a
registered mediator works can be entered separately.
Anyone who has completed the specific training and
who meets the requirements can be listed as a
registered mediator. There are no legal restrictions on
who can use the professional title of a ‘mediator’.
The mediation fees are agreed by the private mediator
and the parties to the dispute.
Under Directive, 2008/52/EC, parties to a dispute must
be allowed to submit a request for the content of a
written agreement resulting from mediation to be made

enforceable. It is up to the Member States to indicate
which courts or other authorities are responsible for
receiving such requests. In Austria, the content of an
agreement resulting from mediation is enforceable only
if the agreement takes the form of a settlement
(Vergleich) before a court or a notarial act before a
notary.

DEFINING ALTERNATIVE DISPUTES
RESOLUTION IN THE EUROPEAN
UNION
All countries in the European Union allow for
individual worker disputes concerning alleged breaches
of employment law to be heard in an appropriate court
of justice - whether a specialist labor court or a civil
court.
A narrow definition of ADR is the use of third parties
engaging in conciliation, mediation, and arbitration
prior to a court hearing. This can be action by a legal
authority, often the court judge, immediately prior to a
hearing to resolve the dispute. Alternatively, or in
addition, it can involve the appointment of publiclyfunded specialists or private experts – either once an
application has been made but before a court hearing is
fixed, or before the claim has been made. These types
of ADR linked to the judicial process are referred to as
‘judicial ADR’. In addition, some countries emphasize
the role of the social partners in the workplace, or
sometimes in the region or sector, in providing an
avenue for a worker to resolve a dispute at the level of
the works council or similar institutions aligned to
collective bargaining. These are referred to as ‘nonjudicial ADR’.
Mediation is growing in use, and all countries
developing new forms of ADR have begun to use either
court-based or private forms of mediation.
Most mediation takes the traditional form, whereby the
third party hears both sides and seeks to find an
acceptable resolution before issuing a non-binding
decision or recommendation, usually in writing. In
some cases, the mediator reviews written submissions.
A variety of methods are used to initiate mediation.
Mediation can be offered or arranged by the courts
and/or operated outside the judicial system 1.

MEDIATION PROCESS IN INDIVIDUAL
PROCEDURE- A 10 YEAR BEST
PRACTICE IN THE CROATIAN POST
As a sort of alternative dispute resolution method,
mediation is promoted in the Republic of Croatia as a
convenient, cost-effective and efficient way of solving
disputes, as it allows for more favorable and faster
justice and legal protection for the parties involved in
the dispute. The economic situation in the last 10 years
has also affected the rise of court disputes, and the
availability of justice is one of the goals of the
European Union. With the development of alternative
ways of solving disputes, citizens and legal persons can
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choose more appropriate dispute resolution procedures.
Conciliation is a process of resolving disputes without
the need to engage the court.
Mediation in individual labor disputes in Croatia began
at the end of 2007. Efforts and contribution of the
Croatian Post in the development of mediation have
been recognized in 2011 when Croatia Post separated
as a public company with the best practice in solving
individual labor disputes by negotiating with the Office
for Social Partnership. Settling employment disputes
by becoming a part of the organization also became a
part of organizational culture (HP company book
2011). Significant support to the use of mediation is
provided by representative trade unions (Croatian
Trade Union and Croatian Trade Union Worker), which
confirms the understanding of the financial, operational
and organizational and social advantages of
conciliation a solving labor disputes in court 1.

settlement, which is also the purpose of the conciliation
process.
Graph 1: The dynamics of reconciliation in the
Croatian Post 2

Mediation statistics in the Croatian Post
The most common basics of individual labor disputes
that are successfully resolved in the settlement are
various financial obligations contracted by a collective
agreement (differences in transportation, food
supplements, remuneration, etc.) Disputes were also
successfully resolved to compensate for damage from
employment, and to settle disputes relating to
termination of employment.
Table 1. The results of mediation conducted in the
Croatian Post (2007-2017) 2
Year

Initiated

Spent

Deal

2007

4

1

1

2008

32

29

21

2009

79

73

45

2010

57

19

7

2011

67

39

11

2012

21

13

9

2013

259

249

133

2014

223

222

198

2015

60

60

44

2016

24

24

17

2017

131

129

104

Total

957

858

590

Mediation data show that from the end of 2007 to the
end of 2017, 957 reconciliations were initiated (mostly
initiated by workers). The success in settling the
settlement is 68% - since 590 settlements were settled
between the employer and the employee in 858
reconciliations. Such data indicate that conciliation has
often been concluded by harmonizing the interests of
the worker and the employer, i.e. concluding the

From the overview of dynamics and the results of
conciliation follows:
 89% of the initiated reconciliations are resolved in
the process of conciliation (there is a mutual
willingness to conciliate)
 11% of initiated reconciliation does not enter the
resolution phase (there is no mutual willingness to
calm down)
 68% of success (32% of mergers that entered the
resolution phase do not end with settlement)
Within the Croatian Post, about a dozen employees
passed basic training for co-workers, and further
invested in more advanced training in the field of
mediation and other communication skills. Knowledge
and skills in mediation, even when not used in the
process of reconciliation, empower employees with
additional communication tools that enhance their
business 1.

CONCLUSION
Some Member States have comprehensive legislation
or procedural rules on mediation, whereas in others,
legislative bodies have shown little interest in
regulating mediation. However, there are Member
States with a solid mediation culture which relies
mostly on self-regulation.
More and more disputes are being brought to court. As
a result, this has meant not only longer waiting periods
for disputes to be resolved, but it has also pushed up
legal costs to such levels that they can often be
disproportionate to the value of the dispute.
Mediation is in most cases faster and, therefore, usually
cheaper than ordinary court proceedings. This is
especially true in countries where the court system has
substantial backlogs and the average court proceeding
takes several years.
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Therefore, despite the diversity in areas and methods of
mediation throughout the European Union, there is an
increasing interest for in this means of resolving
disputes as an alternative to judicial decisions.
Mediation is a specific form of alternative dispute
resolution, in which parties resolve their own disputes
under the leadership and with the assistance of an
independent third party - a mediator. Mediation is a
voluntary, non-binding and private procedure. The
decision on whether the parties will be a part of a
mediation process and enduring in it is solely in their
hands.
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MEDIJACIJA - ALTERNATIVNI NAČIN RJEŠAVANJA SPOROVA
Cvetan Kovač, Ivana Krišto
Rezime: Europska unija aktivno promiče alternativne načine rješavanja sporova poput mirenja. Direktiva o
mirenju primjenjuje se u svim zemljama EU-a. Ta se direktiva odnosi na mirenje u građanskim i trgovačkim
stvarima. Poticanjem upotrebe mirenja olakšava se rješavanje sporova i pridonosi se izbjegavanju zabrinutosti,
gubitka vremena i novca povezanih sa sudskim parničenjem te time omogućava građanima da svoja zakonska
prava osiguraju na učinkovit način.
Ključne riječi: Alternativni način rješavanja sporova, Direktiva o mirenju, sudsko i vansudsko posredovanje.
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Abstract: An integrated management system refers to the application
of several different international standards, and it contributes to
efficient and effective organizational management. The Quality
Standards were first developed at the end of the twentieth century;
however, due to social, political and many other reasons, the The
International Organization for Standardization has also developed
standards related to occupational health and safety, environmental
protection, information security, risk management, energy efficiency,
etc. Since all of these standards are process-oriented, there is an
emerging need to simplify their implementation. Similarly, valid
versions of ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 45001 standards identical
in structure have been adopted in the last five years, which facilitated
their integrated implementation and application. This paper describes
a concept of integrated management system through a standardized
safety management system.
Key words: ISO standards, management, safety, integration.

INTRODUCTION
By analyzing Deming's management principles, it
becomes clear that they were the basis for the
development of management principle in ISO
standards. With that in mind, it could be said that
Deming's principles of organizational functioning are
the foundation for integrated management systems. The
existence and the development of an organization
depend on a well-organized management system.
Although the very process of introducing or switching
to IMS is the most sensitive period in an organization,
the benefits of having such system are numerous. An
integrated management system does not entail the
disappearance of already existing management systems
in an organization; moreover, it can be understood as
their improvement towards a better, simpler and more
functional management system.
IMS needs to integrate all current formalized systems
focused on quality, environmental protection, health
and safety, staff, finance, etc. This means that the
processes and documents that describe them need to be
integrated as well. Once the enterprise identifies all
interested parties (stakeholders) it can be determined
which management systems should be included in their
business system.

Funding resources for the establishment and
certification of the IMS can be enterprise’s own
business resources, as well as the incentives and a
combined source of funding i.e. incentive funds and the
remaining amount of funds from the financial resources
of the enterprise.
Given the complexity of the implementation of the
integrated management system, full commitment of
management and their representatives is necessary in
order for the process of introduction and improvement
of standards to be sound and sustainable.

IMS ANALYSIS (ISO 9001, ISO 14001,
ISO 45001)
There are ten common elements in international
standards ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 45001:
subject matter and scope, normative references, terms
and definitions, context of the organization, leadership
and employee participation, planning, support,
implementation of operational activities, performance
evaluation, and improvement. However, certain
requirements from one standard do not necessarily
relate to other standards, as shown in Table 1 [1,2,3].
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Table 1. Comparative analysis structure of standards ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 45001
ISO 9001:2015
1. Scope
2. Normative references
3. Terms and definitions
4. Context of the organization
4.1. Understanding the organization and
its context
4.2. Understanding the needs and
expectations of interested parties

ISO 14001:2015
1. Scope
2. Normative references
3. Terms and definitions
4. Context of the organization
4.1. Understanding the organization and
its context
4.2. Understanding the needs and
expectations of interested parties

4.3. Determining the scope of the quality
management system
4.4. Quality management system and its
processes
5. Leadership

4.3. Determining the scope of the
environmental management system
4.4. Environmental management system

5.1. Leadership and commitment
5.1.1. General
5.1.2. Customer focus
5.2. Policy
5.2.1. Establishing the quality policy
5.2.2. Communicating the quality policy
5.3. Organizational roles, responsibilities
and authorities

5.1. Leadership and commitment

5. Leadership and worker
participation
5.1. Leadership and commitment

5.2. Environmental policy

5.2. OH&S policy

5.3. Organizational roles,
responsibilities and authorities

6. Planning
6.1. Actions to address risks and
opportunities

6. Planning
6.1. Actions to address risks and
opportunities
6.1.1. General
6.1.2. Environmental aspects

6.1.4. Planning action
6.2. Environmental objectives and
planning to achieve them
6.2.1. Environmental objectives
6.2.2. Planning to achieve
environmental objectives

5.3. Organizational roles, responsibilities
and authorities
5.4. Consultation and participation of
workers
6. Planning
6.1. Actions to address risks and
opportunities
6.1.1. General
6.1.2. Hazard identification and
assessment of risks and opportunities
6.1.3. Determination of legal
requirements and other requirements
6.1.4. Planning action
6.2. OH&S objectives and planning to
achieve them
6.2.1. OH&S objectives
6.2.2. Planning to achieve OH&S
objectives

7. Support
7.1. Resources

7. Support
7.1. Resources

7.2. Competence
7.3. Awareness
7.4. Communication
7.4.1. General
7.4.2. Internal communication
7.4.3. External communication
7.5. Documented information
7.5.1. General
7.5.2. Creating and updating
7.5.3. Control of documented
information

7.2. Competence
7.3. Awareness
7.4. Communication
7.4.1. General
7.4.2. Internal communication
7.4.3. External communication
7.5. Documented information
7.5.1. General
7.5.2. Creating and updating
7.5.3. Control of documented information

5. Leadership

6.1.3. Compliance obligations

6.2. Quality objectives and planning to
achieve them

6.3. Planning of changes
7. Support
7.1. Resources
7.1.1. General
7.1.2. People
7.1.3. Infrastructure
7.1.4. Environment for the operation of
processes
7.1.5. Monitoring and measuring
resources
7.1.6. Organizational knowledge
7.2. Competence
7.3. Awareness
7.4. Communication

7.5. Documented information
7.5.1. General
7.5.2. Creating and updating
7.5.3. Control of documented
information
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ISO 45001:2018
1. Scope
2. Normative references
3. Terms and definitions
4. Context of the organization
4.1. Understanding the organization and
its context
4.2. Understanding the needs and
expectations of workers and other
interested parties
4.3. Determining the scope of the OH&S
management system
4.4. OH&S management system
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8. Operation
8.1. Operational planning and control

8. Operation
8.1. Operational planning and control

8.2. Requirements for products and
services
8.2.1. Customer communication
8.2.2. Determining the requirements for
products and services
8.2.3. Review of the requirements for
products and services
8.2.4. Changes to requirements for
products and services
8.3. Design and development of
products and services
8.3.1. General
8.3.2. Design and development planning
8.3.3. Design and development inputs
8.3.4. Design and development controls
8.3.5. Design and development outputs
8.3.6. Design and development changes
8.4. Control of externally provided
processes, products, and services
8.4.1. General
8.4.2. Type and extent of control
8.4.3. Information for external providers
8.5. Production and service provision
8.5.1. Control of production and service
provision
8.5.2. Identification and traceability
8.5.3. Property belonging to customers
or external providers
8.5.4. Preservation
8.5.5. Post-delivery activities
8.5.6. Control of changes
8.6. Release of products and services
8.7. Control of nonconforming outputs
9. Performance evaluation
9.1. Monitoring, measurement, analysis
and evaluation
9.1.1. General
9.1.2. Customer satisfaction
9.1.3. Analysis and evaluation
9.2. Internal audit

8.2. Emergency preparedness and
response

8. Operation
8.1. Operational planning and control
8.1.1. General
8.1.2. Eliminating hazards and reducing
OH&S risks
8.1.3. Management of change
8.1.4. Procurement
8.2. Emergency preparedness and
response

9. Performance evaluation
9.1. Monitoring, measurement, analysis
and performance evaluation
9.1.1. General
9.1.2. Evaluation of compliance

9. Performance evaluation
9.1. Monitoring, measurement, analysis
and performance evaluation
9.1.1. General
9.1.2. Evaluation of compliance

9.2. Internal audit
9.2.1. General
9.2.2. Internal audit programme
9.3. Management review

9.2. Internal audit
9.2.1. General
9.2.2. Internal audit programme
9.3. Management review

10. Improvement
10.1. General
10.2. Nonconformity and corrective
action

10. Improvement
10.1. General
10.2. Incident, nonconformity and
corrective action

10.3. Continual improvement

10.3. Continual improvement

9.3. Management review
9.3.1. General
9.3.2. Management review inputs
9.3.3. Management review outputs
10. Improvement
10.1. General
10.2. Nonconformity and corrective
action
10.3. Continual improvement
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Considering the fact that certain requirements in
standards are at the same time the legal requirements
that each organization must fulfill and maintain, it is
recommended that documented information is
compiled accordingly, in order to comply with legal
regulations and obligations. In this way, the
management system could be effectively and efficiently
implemented and maintained.
The novelty in the new versions of standards refers to a
clearly defined concept of organizations and a detailed
analysis of the interested parties.
Interested parties represent a very important segment in
the management system because they are not related to

customer orientation only, but refer to the influence
that the management system has on society and vice
versa, with particular reference to the employees who
are an essential link for the system sustainability. As
defined in standards, interested parties may produce a
significant risk to sustainability of an organization if
their expectations are not met. If we take into account
their significance, interested parties are considered a
part of an organization; moreover, they are a segment
that defines an organization, its function and
orientation. Interested parties vary across the standards
depending on the scope they regulate, as shown in
Table 2.

Table 2. Interested parties in reference standards
ISO 9001
Customers
Owners
Workers
Suppliers
Bankers
Legislative institutions
Unions
Business partners
Social community
Competition

ISO 14001
Customers
Social community
Suppliers
Legislative institutions
Unions
NGO
Workers
Investors

ISO 45001
Workers
Top management
Managers
Non-managerial persons
Suppliers
Contractors
Individuals
Agencies
Unions
Institutes
Legislative institutions
Doctors

In order to meet the standard requirements when it
comes to the definition of interested parties, it is not
enough only to identify and enumerate them, but it is
necessary to define their relationship with the
organization through relevant needs and expectations,
such as for example:






responsibility - investors
proximity - neighbours (surrounding organizations)
dependency - employees
representation - trade unions
authority - competent legislative institutions and
the like.
It is easy to define interested parties with whom an
organization is in contact with; however, the problem
arises when it is needed to identify interested parties
that do not directly affect the operation within the
organization on a daily basis, see Figure 1. In this case,
it is necessary to conduct a research that is based on
past experience, scientific and political facts.
Quantitative and qualitative analysis is mainly carried
out with the matrices which refer to the interested
parties, their needs and expectations, as well as their
impacts on the organization. According to such
analysis, the types of interest and risk levels are
determined using the elimination method.

Figure 1. Interested parties
Understanding the needs and expectations of interested
parties as a standard requirement is indispensable in
case of:
 defining the scope of the management system
 customer satisfaction
 fulfillment of the requirements in compliance with
the legal regulations
 continuous improvement of the organization and its
management system.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF IMS (ISO 9001,
ISO 14001, ISO 45001)
The implementation of an integrated management
system is not the same for all organizations. The main
differences appear due to different volume of work, the
number of employees, variety of processes, and
organizational
management.
Basically,
each
implementation involves the following steps of action:
 Introducing management to standard requirements.
Management and management delegates for IMS or
individual segments of the IMS are familiarized
with standard requirements which point to the
importance and the scope of implementation of the
integrated management system standard.
 Analysis and assessment of system status. By
analyzing the current state of the organization, it
becomes clear to what extent the standard
requirements have been fulfilled. Based on this, the
starting elements for improving the management
system and the development of the accompanying
documented IMS information are determined. In
practice, this step is not performed in detail. Also,
sufficient attention is not paid to all the elements
essential to the implementation, maintenance and
improvement of the management system during
system analysis. A team of experts who implement
IMS needs to be fully acquainted with the manner
of work in organizations and the documentation
they use. Reliable data analysis leads to an objective
assessment of the degree of harmony between the
current and desired state of the organization.
 Development of a work program to improve the
management system. The system improvement
program, based on the established state, defines the
necessary phases:
− activities on redefining the existing documented
information and
− designing new documented information.
 The work program should contain the time frame
needed to perform the activities of the entire
management implementation project. The work
program, based on the results of system state
analysis, needs to be adjusted to the organizational
structure and must take into account the specific
requirements regarding the need to ensure
unhindered functioning of the system. Creating an
adequate work program on the implementation of
an integrated management system often places the
work organization in serious problems because the
scope of the required documented information
depends on a large number of factors that vary from
company to company. They usually involve: the
activities and the size of an organization; the
number, significance, and manner of conducting
individual processes in an organization; the number
of employees, etc. The quality of the work program
is directly dependent on the analysis of the situation
in the company, but most often, the scope and

structure of the required documented IMS
information cannot be precisely defined because
there are no precise rules.
 Project team training. For selected members who
will actively participate in IMS implementation, it
is necessary to conduct training and enable them to
create and maintain documented information about
the integrated management system. At this stage,
team members need to be fully acquainted with the
work program, drafts of the specific documents
related to the program, and the manner and timing
of maintaining the documented information for the
referent standard requirements within their
competence.
 Introduction of an integrated management system.
The introduction of an integrated management
system in the anticipated time frame should be the
result of teamwork, and it should require full
support from the management and very often the
engagement of expert consultants. The ultimate
result of the work, with or without the involvement
of consultants, should be drafting of all the
documented information predicted in the work
program.
 Trial application of drafted documents. This step is
necessary for verifying the quality, detection, and
elimination of potential defects in the created
documentation. A trial application can be done
successively after defining the draft of the
document group or after the adoption of complete
IMS documentation. After testing and possible
correction, the documents are finally adopted and
fully applied.
 Training for internal auditors. This training is
mandatory for organization participants who are
assigned as internal system management auditors.
Performing this training is recommended when the
conditions are met, that is, when the program
involves the adoption of a certain number of
documents that can be the basis for practical work.
 Internal verification of established IMS. This test,
which is a necessary step before external evaluation
by the certifying body, must be carried out by
trained internal auditors. The aim of the test is to
remove any disagreements before IMS certification;
however, this type of inspection must be performed
at scheduled intervals and only after obtaining a
certificate.System certification. The certificates can
be obtained only if the external (certification)
verification is performed by an authorized
certification organization and if all the previous
steps are carried out in an adequate manner. It
should be noted that during all the above-mentioned
steps in the implementation the integrated
management system, there is a need for constant
coordination of project implementation activities
[4].
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Coordination is carried out in line with predicted
project phases, and includes the control of
implementation of program key elements. Also, a
project manager should be nominated by the consultant
organization whereas a manager should be authorized
by the organization. After the certification has been

performed, the work on system upgrading continues, as
the requirements of all organizational management
standards imply further improvement of the work
process in accordance with Deming's PDCA cycle, as
shown in the flow chart in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Diagram - IMS Implementation
According to past experience, the design of adequate
documentation of the system in accordance with the
existing processes represents the most critical stage in
the implementation of the integrated management
system. The reason for this is the absence of any rules
that would be used when deciding which processes i.e.
activities should be documented through the
appropriately documented information of the integrated
management system. In this step, the consultants rely
mostly on their experience, which is sometimes
insufficient. Consequently, continuous monitoring and
constant improvement of the implemented management
system is necessary in order to maximize the level of
effectiveness and functionality of an integrated
management system.

PROBLEMS AND SUGGESTIONS
DURING IMS INTRODUCTION
The most common opinion connected to the process of
introducing ISO standards in the contemporary
business is that the process itself will be long and
exhausting, that there will be no real benefits from the
established system, and that the employees will lose
time when filling in extensive and unnecessary
documents.
Negative publicity of the process of introducing the
ISO standard has been influenced, among other things,
by the bad experience of organizations that have
established a management system, great volume of
documentation of the management system, the
adaptation to a new way of working, i.e., changing the
existing way of doing business for the fulfillment of
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standard requirements, as well as the overload of
employees engaged in maintenance of the management
system [5,6].
The introduction of ISO standards represents the
strategic decision of the organization. During the
activities of the quality management system, the strong
support of the top management is of great importance.
Without this kind of support the system would not exist
and the already defined rules of business would remain
only in theory. It is commonly known that the
introduction of standards in modern business is one of
the most common requirements for certain tenders, and
very often the reason for elimination. If the top
management intends to introduce standardization only
to obtain a certificate that will meet the requirements of
a particular tender, then the organization will not be
able to recognize the real benefits of the established
management system because the system will not exist
[7].
The scope of documentation of the integrated
management system depends on the size and
complexity of the organization's business processes.
However, regardless of the size, complexity, and type
of work that a particular organization carries out, the
scope of the documentation must be reduced to its real
needs. Documentation of an integrated management
system must not unnecessarily burden its immediate
users, and it must be limited only to the documentation
that is required for the execution of everyday work
tasks. When defining the necessary volume of
documentation, the experience, knowledge, and
creativity of those people who will be engaged in the
implementation of standards can be of great help [8].
When introducing ISO standards, an organization must
delegate tasks, i.e. assign a person or persons who are
parts of senior management and will have to claim the
responsibilities and authorization related to the
introduction and maintenance of an integrated
management system. The organization's responsibility
is to appoint a team of people who will, regardless of
their other responsibilities, actively participate in the
implementation and application of the system. When
selecting a team of people, organizations need to take
care that people must be from different organizational
units/processes. The main problem facing the practice
is that the organizations do not clearly define the
responsibilities and powers of all employees regarding
the application of the established integrated
management system. All members of the team are
obliged to point out to all the requirements for the
application of the system to their subordinates and train
them for proper application of the documentation.
Responsibility for applying the system in each
organizational unit is taken by the named process
owner. The introduction of ISO standards does not
require any financial investment in infrastructure or
organization resources (business or manufacturing
premises, employees, equipment, etc.). Financial
investment in infrastructure or resources is conditioned
by the current legal regulations of our country, not the

requirements of the standards. The introduction of ISO
standards implies recognition and incorporation of all
requirements of the legal regulations pertaining to the
scope of the organization’s business. Accordingly,
depending on the size of activity and the size of the
organization, there will be certain requirements for
financial investments in terms of the reorganization of
business or production premises, engagement of
authorized firms for carrying out workplace risk
assessments and testing working conditions, periodic
inspection of work equipment and the like.
As far as the need to introduce ISO standards is
concerned, the most important decision standing before
organizations is the choice of an adequate consultant
who will be engaged in implementing the standards.
The real situation on our market is that there is a large
number of firms involved in implementing a
management
system,
with
different
work
methodologies, and working methods and prices. When
selecting a consultant who will be engaged in the
implementation of the standards, the organization
should, besides the project cost, consider the following
project values:
 knowledge and professional experience of project
team members of the consulting house;
 reference list;
 defined work methodology;
 expected commitment of project team members;
 real benefits from introducing ISO standards.
A very important step when introducing ISO standards,
perhaps even the most important, is the approach to the
implementation process itself. The real effects of the
established and applied management system can only
exist if the work approach is based on the incorporation
of standards requirements and their adaptation to the
manner of operation within an organization, and not
vice versa [9].
By applying a process approach when implementing
ISO standards, respecting the good sides of the
organization's business and adopting them as the
examples of good practice, by designing and defining
opportunities for improvement, where opportunities or
needs are met, the organization will have a good
foundation for achieving long-term economic
prosperity. Certainly, the top management of the
organization has major benefits of setting up and
applying ISO standards [10].
In a properly established system, it is possible to
achieve a more efficient and effective operation if we
clearly define the processes, their interdependencies,
parameters of their effectiveness, responsibilities and
authorizations for all direct executives in the
organization, and above all, if we respect defined
business rules. In this way, organizations will develop
good control and reporting system, on the basis of
which the senior management will be able to make
timely and efficient decisions, and thus influence
further successful development and improvement of the
business.
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INTEGRISANI SISTEMI UPRAVLJANJA ZAŠTITOM
Ivan Krstić, Ana Stojković
Rezime: Integrisani sistem menadžmenta se zasniva na zajedničkoj primeni više međunarodnih standarda čime se
postiže efikasno i efektivno upravljanje organizacijom. Najpe su se krajem dvadesetog veka razvili standardi iz
oblasti upravljanja kvalitetom, međutim zbog tržišnih, socijalnih, političkih i mnoštvo drugih razloga,
Međunarodna organizacija za standardizaciju je razvila standarde koje se odnose na bezbednost i zdravlje na
radu, zaštitu životne sredine, bezbednost informacijama, upravljanje rizikom, energetsku efikasnost i dr. S
obzirom da su svi ovi standardi procesno orijentisani javila se potreba da oni budu komplementarni kako bi se
praktično pojednostavila njihova implementacija. Analogno tome, u poslednjih pet godina su usvojene važeće
verzije bazičnih standarda ISO 9001, ISO 14001 i ISO 45001 koji su po strukturi identični čime je
pojednostavljeno njihovo integrisano uvođenje i primena. U radu je dat koncept integrisanog sistema
menadžmenta kroz standardizovani sistem bezbednog upravljanja.
Ključne reči: ISO standardi, upravljanje, bezbednost, implementacija.
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IMPACTS OF EXTREME HYDROLOGICAL
EVENTS ON SUSTAINABLE WATER
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT AND
HUMAN WELL-BEING
Abstract: The aim of this research is to emphasize the impact of
extreme hydrological phenomena on the sustainable management of
water-related societal needs. Therefore, it provides a definition of
extreme hydrological events, as well as a survey of extreme
hydrological events in the Republic of Serbia. It also gives a brief
overview of Agenda 2030 with particular respect to Sustainable
Development Goal (SDG) No 6 and highlights the impacts of extreme
hydrological phenomena on the water resources, both from the
perspective of the ecosystem and the society. Root-cause analysis and
synthesis of data related to extreme hydrological events that occurred
in the Republic of Serbia for characteristic years have been used as
primary methods. The conclusion highlights the necessity of ensuring
sustainable management of water resources in order to achieve the
desired state of human well-being, as well as a healthy ecosystem.
Keywords: extreme hydrological events,
sustainability, water resources, management

INTRODUCTION
Water is the source of all life, without which neither
humans nor nature would survive. It represents an
integral part of the way people live and make a living,
and all societies, cities, and cultures are largely shaped
by water. This is confirmed by global data, which
shows that almost 70% of water is used for agriculture,
around 19% for industry, including energy production,
and 11% for domestic water use [1]. The mentioned
trend is likely to increase in the upcoming years, as it is
well known that climate change, population growth,
and economic activities are putting enormous pressure
on water resources [5]. Besides, short-sighted economic
and technical development choices have often led to the
destruction of aquatic and water-related ecosystems
with negative consequences for water resources [12].
Therefore, it is vital to preserve water-related
ecosystems, including wetlands, forests, mountains,
aquifers, rivers, and lakes, as they provide social and
economic benefits to people. The downturn condition
of the ecosystems directly impacts water availability
along with other essential services such as biodiversity,
flood control, and food production [12]. Table 1 below
presents an overview of the main functions, goods, and
services that can be applied to specific natural and
water-related ecosystems and their correlated
ecological structures and processes. The first column
contains functions, the second lists the ecological
structures and processes underlying these functions and
the third column presents a more detailed list with
some examples of specific goods and services
stemming from these functions (not exhaustive by any
means). The table includes only those goods and
services that can be used on a sustainable basis [2].

ecosystem

services,

Water regulation, for instance, deals with the influence
of natural systems on the regulation of hydrological
flows at the earth’s surface. This function is different
from disturbance prevention because it refers to the
maintenance of “normal” conditions in watersheds and
not to the prevention of extreme events. [2]
Table 1. Function, goods, and services of specific
natural and water-related ecosystems
Functions
(Regulation
Functions)
1. Water
regulation

Ecosystem
processes and
components
Role of land cover
in regulating
runoff and river
discharge

2.

Filtering,
retention, and
storage of
freshwater (e.g. in
aquifers)
Influence of land
cover, boil, and
mediated
processes on
climate

Water supply

3. Climate
regulation

4. Disturbance
prevention
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Influence of
ecosystem
structure on
dampening
environmental
disturbances

Goods and
services
(examples)
1.1 Drainage and
natural
irrigation
1.2 Medium for
transport
Provision of water
for consumptive
use (e.g. drinking,
irrigation, and
industrial use)
Maintenance of a
favourable climate
(temp.,
precipitation,
etc.), for example,
human habitation,
health, cultivation
4.1 Storm
protection
4.2 Flood
prevention (e.g.
by wetlands and
forests)
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Water also represents the medium through which the
impacts of climate change will be felt, in addition to air
temperature. A close connection between water and
climate variability is critical for the state of all
ecosystems and their services, human communities, and
human behaviour. Many of the implications of climate
change play themselves out through the water system in
terms of extreme flooding or extreme drought [5].
These extreme climatic events cause negative effects
on the natural environment, habitats, and the socioeconomic development around the world, including
Serbia.

DEFINING EXTREME
(HYDROLOGICAL) EVENTS
Extreme events have been a topic of interest for
scientists and managers in recent years because of their
potential to induce extensive damage and impacts on
environmental, social, and technical systems. What
defines an extreme event differs across various studies
and disciplines, where they are usually interchanged
with their impacts [3]. Figure 1 shows a
transdisciplinary scheme for conceptualizing extreme
events, their impacts, and the response to them. It also
contains the nexus between impacts and events and
between impacts and subsequent responses, including
the various terms used across different disciplines to
explain these periods, and the highlighted examined
disciplines, indicating areas of overlap and differences
[3].

Figure 1. Transdisciplinary framework for
conceptualizing extreme events, their impacts, and the
response to them (Source:
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.100
2/2017EF000686 )

extreme weather and climate events. The European
continent, for instance, is especially exposed to changes
in the frequency and intensity of extreme events such
as heatwaves, heavy precipitation, extreme droughts,
and wind storms, as seen in recent years. [5] Serbia is a
good example of understanding the impact of global
and regional climate change on the water balance. A
flow rate of approximately 16 billion m3 of domicile
water is formed in Serbia, which amounts to only 8%
of the total run-off from Serbia. The situation is even
worse when taking into account the spatial and
temporal uneven flow, and particularly the long
durations of low water where water is needed the most,
especially in the Morava region [6].

THE MOST COMMON EXTREME
CLIMATE EVENTS IN THE REPUBLIC
OF SERBIA FOR SPECIFIC YEARS
In the period from 1900 to 1940, there were hundreds
of natural disasters every ten years, from 1960 to 1970
there were 650, and from 1980 to 1990 there were up to
2,000, while in the ten-year period from 1990 to 2000,
the number of disasters rose to 2,800 [7]. The trend
shows that the number of extreme and emergency
situations is increasing annually, which is one of the
reasons why the economic costs have tripled. This is
also confirmed by data for the previous two decades.
Record-breaking extreme weather was the hallmark of
2018 in the Republic of Serbia, compared to 2017,
which was normal and dry in most of the country [8, 9].
In the year of climate records, recorded measurements
in Serbia reveal that 2018 was the warmest year in the
history of the country’s meteorological measurements,
having the warmest spring, the warmest April, and the
warmest year in terms of minimum temperature [9].
The mean value of air temperature was 12ºС, which
makes 2018 an extremely warm year in the period from
1951 until today [10]. Unlike for temperature, the
estimates of changes in precipitation are more complex,
and it is expected to increase in Europe. However,
there is an agreement that there will be a marked drop
in summer precipitation in the wide area of the
Mediterranean and the Balkan Peninsula. The year
2018 had an average amount of rain in most parts of
Serbia, unlike in 2017, which was normal and dry.
Very rainy and extremely rainy weather was recorded
in the western, north-eastern, and central parts of
Serbia, as shown in Figure 2. The dark green and dark
brown colours in Figure 2 correspond to extreme events
- extreme precipitation and extreme drought.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) defines extreme weather or an extreme climate
event as “an event that is rare at a particular place and
time of year”. The IPCC Fifth Assessment Report also
concluded that strong evidence exists globally for
increases in certain extremes, such as heavy
precipitation or extreme droughts, since 1950 [4].
The greatest threat to ecosystems and humans will be
manifested locally, through changes in regional
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Figure 4. The sum of monthly rainfall showed in
millimeters for 2018

Figure 2. Map of the spatial distribution of
precipitation for 2017 and 2018
Such extreme changes will have a negative effect on
the volume of annual water balance, because previous
studies have shown that, on average, about 75% of
precipitation is lost through evapotranspiration from the
territory of Serbia, i.e. only 25% through precipitation.
[6] It should be noted that the quantity and quality of
the surface water in the basin depend on natural factors,
the most influential of which are: geographical
location, relief of the land, air temperature,
precipitation, and various anthropogenic influences.
Water resource abundance, as a feature of a particular
catchment area, represents the best indicator of the
average flow. Figures 3 and 4 show the sum of monthly
rainfall in millimeters for 2017 and 2018.

During 2018, the rainiest months were February,
March, June, and July. Even though spring was
declared as the warmest in Serbia since 1951, extreme
precipitation was recorded in Negotin, Nis, Leskovac,
and Dimitrovgrad in March, while in Kraljevo it was
recorded only in July. The extreme drought periods
were recorded in Negotin in April and October, in
Leskovac in October, while in Belgrade there were no
extreme hydrological phenomena.

OVERVIEW OF AGENDA 2030 - SDG 6
Compared to the Millennial Declaration (MD) from
2000, which consisted of 8 goals and 21 targets
relevant to low-income countries, which were supposed
to be implemented by 2015, the Agenda 2030 itself
consists of 17 SDGs, 169 targets, and 230 indicators
that will shape the world until 2030. This Agenda
includes new issues compared to the MDGs, such as
climate change, sustainable consumption and
innovations. Highlighting water targets, there were 2
water and sanitation targets under MDG 7, whereas
there are 8 water and sanitation targets under SDG 6
and 1 under SDG 11, as well as 11 core indicators on
water and sanitation (Fig. 5) [11].

Figure 3. The sum of monthly rainfall showed in
millimeters for 2017
The beginning of 2017 saw a dry period, which is why
the winter season 2016/2017 was declared the fourth
driest, but without extreme hydrological phenomena.
Spring and autumn months were warm and rainy,
except in October, when extreme rainfall was recorded
in Kraljevo. Extreme precipitation was also registered
in December in Nis, Leskovac, and Dimitrovgrad,
while no extreme hydrological phenomena were
registered in Belgrade and Negotin.

Figure 5. Sustainable development goal 6 - targets and
indicators (Source: EPA H2020 SC5 Info Day: United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals - Federico
Properzi, UN-Water)
As shown in Figure 5, SDG 6 has a broad concept of
implementing sustainable water resources management,
ensuring availability and sustainable management of
water and sanitation for all. It aims to look at the whole
water cycle including environmental aspects, such as
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pollution reduction and water scarcity, social aspects in
drinking water and sanitation, and economic aspects
linked, for instance, to water monitoring and integrated
water management. Protection and use of water is a
problem present in all SDGs.
Target 6.5 as the most comprehensive step towards
SDG, addresses the integrated water resources
management (IWRM) and the objective to implement
IWRM at all levels, including the transboundary
cooperation as suitable in transboundary river basins or
groundwater basins. Target 6.6 aims to protect and
restore water-related ecosystems so that they can
continue to provide benefits to society by halting their
degradation and destruction due to climate changes and
extreme phenomena. Based on that, indicator 6.6.1 will
be used to monitor management concerning the target
by tracking changes in the extent of water-related
ecosystems over time. This indicator calls for data to be
collected on the spatial extent of water-related
ecosystems and the quantity and quality of water within
them. [11] Although reservoirs have value in helping
people to provide consistent water supplies,
transitioning from some natural ecosystems to an
artificial water body can make ecosystems
unsustainable.
Serbia is implementing SDG 6 trough transposition of
the two key European directives – the Drinking Water
Directive and the Urban Waste Water Treatment
Directive. The Drinking Water Directive deals with the
quality of water intended for human consumption by
protecting human health from the adverse effects of any
contamination of water. The purpose of the Urban
Waste Water Treatment Directive is to protect the
environment from the adverse effects of urban
wastewater discharges and emissions from certain
industrial sectors. The strategic document in this field,
aimed at the implementation of SDG target 6.5, is the
Water Management Strategy on the territory of the
Republic of Serbia for the 2016 – 2034 periods. For the
development and efficient water management in the
next 20 years, it is necessary to invest 21.7 billion
euros, and 43% of this investment is imperative for
water protection (7.7 billion euros).
In addition to SDGs, the importance of strategic
planning and management in the context of extreme
events, climate changes, and urbanization has also been
underscored in other international policy frameworks,
such as the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk
Reduction 2015–2030, the Paris climate agreement
from 2015, as well as the New Urban Agenda. The
Sendai Framework is aimed at preventing new and
reducing the existing disaster risks, with seven targets
and four priorities for action. While the Paris
agreement is aimed at tackling climate change and
adapting to its effects, the New Urban Agenda
represents a shared vision for a better and more
sustainable future for both developing and developed
countries.

ASPECTS OF VULNERABILITY,
EXPOSURE, AND IMPACTS
The origin, scope, and duration of the natural disasters
in most cases cannot be predicted in advance, but for
certain phenomena, based on experience, statistics, and
modeling methods, and given the location of
occurrence, assumptions can be made regarding their
occurrence. For various extreme hydrological events,
the following facets are examined on a regional basis:




Exposure of humans and their activities to given
extremes;
The vulnerability of whatever is exposed to the
extreme event; and
The resulting impacts.

Table 2 shows the estimated damage in time-dependent
sectors in Serbia. While there is no doubt that the
Serbian economy suffers significant losses in material
goods, atmospheric hazards also cause losses of human
lives [7].
Table 2. Estimated losses in time-dependent sectors

Sector/adverse
weather events
Agriculture/floods
Water
management/floods
Agriculture/city,
strong and heavy
rains, strong winds

Estimated losses in sectors
Average
annual
Average
economic
annual
losses in
losses of
millions of
human lives
dinars
From 3,100 to
A few to a
8,500
dozen
around 1,960

/

around 7,316

A few to a
dozen, incl.
from
lightning

Agriculture/drought,
around 4,000
No losses
frosts
Production of
A few to a
energy (heat)
around 716
dozen
/extremely low air
temperatures
Road maintenance
around 3,500
/
/snow, ice, freezing
Annual human losses on highways, regional and local
roads caused by bad weather range from 105 to 131
Commercial air
from 54 to 72
/
transport
from 16,648 to
From a few
TOTAL
48,572
to 160
As a result of extreme hydrological phenomena, flash
floods are characterized by a short duration, leaving
behind the ruins, or closed roads for up to several
weeks [7]. In case of extreme atmospheric
precipitation, there is the risk of flooding of settled
areas from rivers and streams, as well as due to
inadequate maintenance of the drainage channels
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around and within the areas. Furthermore, a large
number of landslides could be activated.
In addition, short-sighted economic and technical
development choices have often contributed to the
destruction of aquatic and water-related ecosystems
with negative consequences for the water resources.

CONCLUSION

[6] N. Veljkovic, T. Popovic, M. Jovicic: “Climate impact

[7]
[8]

factors on quality of Pomoravlje catchments rivers:
SSWQIRB analysis method”, Voda i sanitarna tehnika,
no. 5-6, 2012, Belgrade.
The National Strategy for protection and rescue in
emergency situations "Official Gazette" no. 86/2011.
Republic Hydro-meteorological Service of Serbia:
"Annual Bulletin for Serbia for 2017 year", 2018,
Belgrade
Republic Hydro-meteorological Service of Serbia:
"Annual Bulletin for Serbia for 2018 year “, 2019,
Belgrade.
M. Gocic, S. Trajkovic: „Drought characterisation
based on Water Surplus Variability Index“, Water
Resources Management, Vol. 28, No 10, 2014, pp.
3179-3191, doi: 10.1007/s11269-014-0665-4.
UN Water, Sustainable Development Goal 6 Synthesis
Report 2018 on Water and Sanitation, 2018, New York.
UN Water, Clean water and sanitation - Progress on
water-related ecosystems, 2018, New York.

Sustainable water resources management requires a [9]
comprehensive understanding and close consideration
of ecosystem functions and interactions between all [10]
ecosystems. The ecosystem services provided by nature
through lakes, rivers, wetlands, and forests can help
secure urban resilience, human well-being and health,
as well as biodiversity, and employment.
[11]
Extreme hydrological events, such as floods and
droughts, play important roles in natural ecosystems [12]
and are a major concern for society, with significant
impacts on the economy, ecosystem health, and
services, as well as human health. These extremes are ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
the primary manifestations of climate change for most The presented research is a part of the projects
people. The protection and sustainable management of “Development of new information and communication
water-related ecosystems are essential to meeting all technologies, based on advances mathematical
SDGs, along with other measures of adapting to methods,
with
applications
in
medicine,
climate change.
telecommunications, power systems, protection of
It is necessary to learn how to manage water more natural heritage and education” (III 44006) and
prudently, fairly, and sustainably to avoid a serious “Research and development of energy efficient and
water crisis. An active policy of disaster risk reduction environment friendly polygeneration systems based on
and efficient emergency response can greatly reduce renewable energy sources utilization” (III 42006),
the number of human casualties and material damage. under the auspices of the Ministry of Education,
Information about hydrological data and forecasts, Science and Technological Development, Republic of
warnings and information about high and low water Serbia, as well as project of Serbian Academy of
and ice conditions, should be promptly distributed to all Sciences and Arts, Branch in Niš “Integral approach to
participants in the system of water resource stormwater management in urban catchment areas in
management, as well as to the media, in order to reduce the south-east Serbia region”, No: O-15-18.
the negative impacts of extreme events.
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UTICAJ EKSTREMNIH HIDROLOŠKIH DOGAĐAJA NA ODRŽIVO
UPRAVLJANJE VODNIM RESURSIMA I BLAGOSTANJE DRUŠTVA
Sandra Stanković, Dejan Vasović, Nenad Živković
Rezime: Osnovni cilj ovog rada je da istakne uticaj ekstremnih hidroloških pojava na održivo upravljanje vodnim
resursima koji su neophodni društvu. Stoga, rad definiše ekstremne hidrološke pojave, kao i pregled ekstremnih
hidroloških događaja sa posebnim osvrtom na stanje u Republici Srbiji. U ovom radu je takođe izvršena analiza
Agende 2030 sa posebnim osvrtom na cilj održivog razvoja (SDG) broj 6 i istaknut je uticaj ekstremnih
hidroloških pojava na održivo upravljanje vodnim resursima, bilo sa stanovišta potreba društva ili ekosistema.
Uzročno-posledična analiza i sinteza podataka o ekstremnim hidrološkim događajima tokom karakterističnih
godina u Republici Srbiji predstavljaju osnovu korišćene metodologije. Na kraju rada se ukazuje na neophodnost
obezbeđivanja održivog upravljanje vodnim resursima u svim uslovima, radi očuvanja ekosistema i zadovoljenja
potreba društva.
Ključne reči: ekstremni hidrološki događaji, ekosistemske usluge, održivi razvoj, vodni resursi, upravljanje.
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OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
IN THE SYSTEM OF SECONDARY
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN THE
REPUBLIC OF SRPSKA BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Abstract: Occupational safety and health education is essential
throughout the formal education system, and especially in the
vocational secondary education system. Secondary education and
training for occupational safety and health involves acquiring specific
knowledge and developing certain psychophysical skills, abilities, and
habits for safe work, protection of health and beyond, the environment
(broader and more complex aspects of natural-scientific, technicaltechnological and social knowledge), development of occupational,
health and environmental awareness, ethics and culture vocational
guidance and psychophysical preparation according to the
requirements of cultural and safe behavior in the work and
environment - in the profession and occupation for which the student
expressed a certain interest and ability, etc. The acquired knowledge is
a good basis for their further expansion and improvement both in the
work environment and in the system higher education. An analysis of
the current situation in Republika Srpska shows that the contents of
occupational safety and health are studied integrally - within the other
subject areas of secondary vocational education. The results of the
research imply the need and importance of introducing special subject
contents for occupational safety in the system of secondary vocational
education in Republika Srpska.
Keywords: occupational safety and health, secondary vocational
education, students

INTRODUCTION
Occupational safety experts think that the basic
principles of occupational safety and health should be
taught within primary education. Curricular and extracurricular education of the final grade of primary
school should incorporate special thematic units related
to safety and health protection [6]. Taking into account
how human beings develop and acquire knowledge,
these opinions are correct and very acceptable from the
perspective of the basic principles of occupational
safety and health. The system of formal education in
RS-B&H has changed following technical and
technological development, but omitting the study of
occupational safety as a separate science within a
separate subject during the course of education
(excluding the study of occupational safety in the field
of higher education). An analysis of the syllabi and
curricula of the Pedagogical Institute of the Republic of
Srpska- B&H (Institution that prescribes syllabi and
curricula of formal education) for vocations within
secondary education shows Occupational Safety and
Health does not exist as a school subject. From the
point of view of the hazards encountered in secondary
vocational schools during practical training and in the
later employment, Occupational Safety and Health as a
school subject should be a must in the educational

process of all, but primarily technical schools. In other
secondary schools, the concepts of occupational safety
and health should be presented through optional
subjects or lectures that would be organized once a
year. Continual improvement of the formal education
system in the Republic of Srpska-Bosnia, and
Herzegovina, i.e. by involving students in the real
working environment during schooling, increases the
need for learning about the concepts of occupational
safety and health. The requirements of the economy
and the labor market are such that students, after
graduating in secondary school and finding a job, must
have sufficient practical knowledge of their profession
including the knowledge related to occupational safety
for full involvement in work processes.

The aim of the research
This paper is a result of the analysis of the current
status of the knowledge adopted in the field of
occupational safety by the final grade students of
secondary vocational and technical schools.
It also shows the data related to the student's interest in
getting familiar with occupational safety and studying
it. Within this research, an analysis of the syllabi and
curricula of the Pedagogical Institute of the Republic of
Srpska- B&H has been carried out to present the share
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of occupational safety in other school subjects. The aim
of the research is to demonstrate that the study of
occupational safety within other subjects, rather than as
a separate subject within the formal education system,
is not sufficient to acquire the necessary knowledge of
occupational safety in the engagement of students in
the course of practical training and later inclusion in
work processes after qualification acquisition. The
study of occupational safety in a separate subject
should enable the acquisition of the necessary
knowledge (theoretical and practical) for easier and
safer integration into working processes.

Methods
1. Methods of analysis
The number of hours in vocational subjects where the
concepts of occupational safety and health appear as a
teaching unit or as a part of a teaching unit was
obtained through analysis of syllabi and curricula in
secondary schools.

Research sample

The study of occupational safety and health in the
formal education system (in secondary schools) is the
way to adopting basic concepts and knowledge in the
area of safety at work that are sufficient for inclusion in
the work process.

The documents analyzed consisted of syllabi and
curricula (PI of RS- B&H prescribes syllabi and
curricula) applicable in secondary vocational and
technical schools (54 occupations) and the research
sample consisted of 8 occupations (the research sample
was chosen on the basis of the number of students and
potential hazards they are exposed to in the course of
practical training) [7]. In the analysis of syllabi and
curricula for these occupations, the syllabi and
curricula of general subjects were not considered.

Objectives

Interpretation of curriculum analysis results

General Hypothesis

The established objectives of the research are:
1. A survey instrument was developed: a
questionnaire with established independent and
dependent variables.
2. A survey was conducted on a determined sample.
3. The data from the questionnaire were collected and
statistically processed.
4. The results obtained were interpreted through
discussion and conclusion.

The curriculum content of occupational safety (Table
1) is present in the range from 1.72% (the curriculum
for Mechanical Engineering Technician) up to 8.25%
of classes (the curriculum for Mason). In the current
system of secondary education within the subject Basic
Business Entrepreneurship, students in all professions
are familiar with the concept of occupational safety.
Depending on the occupation, students receive basic
concepts of occupational safety through a smaller
number of subjects (occupational technology, ecology,
and environment protection, machines and appliances,
processing technology).

Table 1. Percentage presence of occupational safety in syllabi and curricula

Occupations

Mechanical
Engineering
Technician

Level of vocational
education

IV

Percentage presence of occupational safety in syllabi and curricula
Electrical
Construction
Welder
engineering
Miner
Mason
Technician
technician
III

IV

III

IV

III

Woodworking
technician

Joiner

IV

III

Basic Business Entrepreneurship
Occupational safety
training is possible
within the subject
Occupational safety
within professional
subjects
Occupational safety
within practical
training
Curriculum content of
occupational safety

-Processing technology
-Occupational technology

-Ecology and
environment
protection
-Basics of
electrical
engineering

-Machines
and
appliances
-Mining
works

-Building organization
-Occupational technology
-Ecology and environment
protection

-Machines and appliances
-Processing technology

1,90%

4,17%

2,42%

5,10%

2,43%

7,67%

2,37%

4,21%

9,80%

8,08%

5,50%

9,91%

12,50%

8,70%

5,94%

7,74%

1,72%

6,57%

2,99%

8,02%

3,13%

8,25%

3,39%

6,31%

2. Survey method

Research sample

The data were collected using a survey that was
descriptive-analytical,
written,
voluntary
and
anonymous for the respondents. The questionnaire
contains 23 closed-type questions categorized into 3
groups.

The final grade students of secondary vocational and
technical schools in RS in School Year 2018-2019 were
defined as potential respondents in the survey, i.e. 3255
potential respondents.
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Survey data
The survey was conducted in the period from February
1 to April 1, 2019. It was conducted in cooperation
with the management of the following secondary
schools: Technical School Banja Luka, Technical
School Gradiska, SEC Petar Kocic Srbac, SEC Celinac,
SEC Nikola Tesla Kotor Varos, and Mechanical
Engineering School Prijedor.
A total of 520 respondents-students participated in the
survey, 14 questionnaires were not accepted and all
other questionnaires (506) were accepted as valid for
statistical processing.

Research variables:

 sex
 type of school
 level of vocational education
2. Occupational safety and health knowledge level (10
questions)

Dependent variables:
3. Learning about occupational safety in the formal
education system










3. Statistical methods

Independent variables:
1. Student profile





The knowledge about occupational safety I
acquired in school subjects is adequate for my
future work
In secondary vocational and technical schools,
the subject Occupational Safety is as necessary
as any other subject
I am familiar with all hazards and dangers that
may arise during the practical training in my
profession
I am familiar with all occupational safety
measures during the practical training
During my practical training, my safety was
jeopardized

Occupational safety and health should be
taught as a special subject in the curriculum for
secondary vocational and technical schools
I need the knowledge about occupational safety
for my professional work
Students who are trained for some profession
(any) should know the basic concepts of
occupational safety
The concept of occupational safety appears in
vocational subjects but is not given enough
attention
I learned more about occupational safety from
other sources than from school subjects

Statistical indicators used for the statistical analysis are:
 N - frequency
 % - percentage
  - sum
 M - arithmetic mean
 - standard deviation
 V% - coefficient of variability
 r - Pearson's correlation coefficient - to test the
correlation between independent and dependent
variables.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
434 male students or 85.8% and 72 female students or
14.2% participated in the study. This sample structure
was expected because it is a technical school where
more than half of the students are male. According to
the type of school, the structure of the sample is as
follows: Technical School 122 students or 24.1%,
Mechanical Engineering School 251 students or 49.6%,
Electrical Engineering School 105 students or 20.8%
and other technical schools 28 students or 5.5%. The
structure of the research sample concerning the degree
of vocational education and the level of the students'
knowledge of occupational safety is presented in
Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. Degree of vocational education of the students (respondents)
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Third-degree students

192

37.9

37.9

37.9

Fourth-degree students
Total

314
506

62.1
100.0

62.1
100.0

100.0

Table 3. Level of occupational safety knowledge
0 - 20
20 - 40
40 - 60
60 - 80
80 - 100
Total

Frequency
31
121
155
147
52
506

Percent
6.1
23.9
30.6
29.1
10.3
100.0
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Valid Percent
6.1
23.9
30.6
29.1
10.3
100.0

Cumulative Percent
6.1
30.0
60.7
89.7
100.0
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The average grade of knowledge (grades 1 to 5) of the
students of the Occupational Safety Learning in the
formal education system obtained under the research is
3.15. The analysis of the research results has shown
(Figure 1) [8] that fourth-degree students have a greater
knowledge of occupational safety compared to thirddegree students. This fact shows shortcomings within

the formal education system in the form of
occupational safety studies. According to the
Curriculum, third-degree students have many more
teaching units dealing with occupational safety and
lower level of knowledge compared to the fourthdegree students (Table 4). The results on the students’
knowledge about occupational safety adopted in the
formal education system reveal that the situation is
unsatisfactory.

Figure 1. Level of knowledge of occupational safety in relation to the degree of vocational education
Table 4. Overview of the relationship between the presence of occupational safety concepts and the level of
knowledge of the students of occupational safety

Third-degree students
Fourth-degree students

Presence of occupational safety
concepts
6,31% - 8,25% classes
1,72% - 3,39% classes

Learning about occupational safety in the
formal education system
Students of final grades of secondary vocational and
technical schools as respondents were asked to rate the
queries in the field of occupational safety by choosing a
response on a 5-point Likert intensity scale [1,3]:
1 completely disagree
2 mostly disagree
3 I do not know (neither agree, nor disagree)

Level of knowledge of the students
of occupational safety
2.79
3.35

4 mostly agree
5 completely agree
The obtained statistical parameters of Learning about
Occupational Safety in the formal education system are
presented in Table 5 [9].
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Table 5. Arithmetic mean (M), standard deviation () and coefficient of variability of dependent variables of the
research (V%)
Learning about occupational safety
in the formal education system

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.
10.

Occupational safety and health should
be taught as a special subject in the
curriculum for secondary vocational
and technical schools
I need the knowledge about
occupational
safety
for
my
professional work
Students who are trained for some
profession (any) should know the
basic concepts of occupational safety
The concept of occupational safety
appears in vocational subjects but is
not given enough attention
I learned more about occupational
safety from other sources than from
school subjects
The knowledge about occupational
safety I acquired in school subjects is
adequate for my future work
In secondary vocational and technical
schools, the subject Occupational
Safety is as necessary as any other
subject
I am familiar with all hazards and
dangers that may arise during the
practical training in my profession
I am familiar with all occupational
safety measures during the practical
training
During my practical training, my
safety was jeopardized
 - sum

Lowest
rating

Highest
rating

Arithmetic
mean - M

standard
deviation

coefficient of
variability V%

1

5

3,36

1,08

29,77

1

5

3,84

1,06

27,72

1

5

3,81

1,12

29,42

1

5

3,05

1,18

38,82

1

5

3,33

1,26

37,73

1

5

2,60

1,18

45,33

1

5

3,68

1,11

30,24

1

5

3,00

1,21

40,40

1

5

3,06

1,29

42,10

1

5

2,58

1,43

55,30

1

5

3,26

1,19

37,68



Correlation testing
Correlations between independent and dependent
research variables were tested by Pearson's correlation
coefficient. Correlation coefficient (r) has limit values:
Degrees of freedom (N-2) = 506-2 = 504. Correlation
significance levels [1]:
 A very significant correlation-the risk of
accepting the existence of a correlation between
two indicators is less than 1%, r  0,115

Significant correlation-the risk of accepting the
existence of a correlation between two indicators
is less than 5%, r  0,088
The tested correlations of the dependent and
independent research variables are shown in Tables 6
and 7.
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Table 6. Correlation between dependent variables of Learning about occupational safety in the formal education
system and independent variables of a Student profile and Level of student awareness of occupational safety
Research variables
Dependent variables
.
Learning about occupational safety in the
formal education system

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Occupational
safety and health
knowledge level

Student profile

Occupational safety and health should be taught
as a special subject in the curriculum for
secondary vocational and technical schools
I need the knowledge about occupational safety
for my professional work
Students who are trained for some profession
(any) should know the basic concepts of
occupational safety
The concept of occupational safety appears in
vocational subjects but is not given enough
attention
I learned more about occupational safety from
other sources than from school subjects
The knowledge about occupational safety I
acquired in school subjects is adequate for my
future work
In secondary vocational and technical schools,
the subject Occupational Safety is as necessary
as any other subject
I am familiar with all hazards and dangers that
may arise during the practical training in my
profession
I am familiar with all occupational safety
measures during the practical training
During my practical training, my safety was
jeopardized
9/30 i 7/10

1.

2.

3.

1.

Sex

type of
school

level of
vocational
education

0,096

0,022

0,135

0,230

0,056

0,048

0,170

0,306

0,08

-0,004

0,174

0,373

0,008

-0,004

0,131

0,186

0,034

-0,036

0,168

0,123

0,092

-0,058

-0,005

0,057

0,042

0,058

0,133

0,240

0,071

-0,046

0,009

0,149

0,020

-0,099

-0,053

0,060

-0,007

-0,040

0,052

0,000

2

1

6

6

Table 7. Statistical analysis of coefficients of correlation of dependent variables of Learning about occupational
safety in the formal education system and independent variables of a Student profile and Level of student
awareness of occupational safety
1. Gender
Women give:
 Higher rating variables: 1 (r = 0,096) i 6 (r = 0,092)
2. Type of school
Respondents from other schools in relation to the Technical School provide:
 Lower rating of the variables: 9 (r = -0,099)
3. Level of vocational education
Respondents who have a higher level of professional qualifications give:
 Higher rating variables: 1 (r = 0,135), 2 (r = 0,170), 3 (r = 0,174), 4 (r = 0,131), 5 (r = 0,168) i
7 (r = 0,133)
1. Occupational safety and health knowledge level
Respondents who have a higher level of occupational safety information give:
 Higher rating variables: 1 (r = 0,230), 2 (r = 0,306), 3 (r = 0,373), 4 (r = 0,186), 5 (r = 0,123),
7 (r = 0,240) i 8 (r = 0,149)
Source: Survey results
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The analysis confirmed the correlation between the
student profile and Learning about occupational safety
in the formal education system because 9 out of 30
possible variable correlations were confirmed, i.e. 30%
of the possible correlations.
Correlation between student awareness and Learning
about occupational safety in the formal education
system was confirmed because 7 out of 10 possible
variable correlations were confirmed, i.e. 70% of the
possible correlations.

CONCLUSION
The analysis of the syllabi and curricula for secondary
schools shows that occupational safety is not an
independent subject of study in the formal education
system. In secondary schools, students become aware
of occupational safety through teaching units within
other subjects. Fourth-degree occupations have an
insufficient number of classes to gain knowledge of
occupational safety. This information clearly indicates
that students are not able to adopt basic concepts and
knowledge in the area of occupational safety during
their formal education. Third-degree occupations
(crafts) have a sufficient number of classes
(occupational safety is not a separate subject) where
they learn about occupational safety; however,
statistically, this number of classes is insufficient while
the level of knowledge gained is low. Most of the
lessons related to occupational safety and health are
taught within practical training classes which are
attended
outside
school
(in
manufacturing
organizations), where a nonprofessional (in terms of
occupational safety expertise) is unable to properly
transfer the knowledge to students. The analysis of the
results shows that statement 2 - I need the knowledge
of occupational safety to work in my profession - had
the highest average rating of 3.84. This means that
students recognize the importance of acquiring
knowledge in the field of occupational health and
safety within the formal education system. The
statement 6 - The knowledge about occupational safety
I acquired in school subjects is adequate for my future
work - had a rating below the average of 2.60, which
means that occupational safety and health in the formal
education system does not prepare students for active
and safe participation in work. What is encouraging is
the fact that the statement 10 - During my practical
training, my safety was jeopardized - had the lowest
rating of 2.58, according to which there are no frequent
situations that jeopardize the safety of students during
practical training.
Based on the conducted survey and the results
obtained, and the analysis of curricula in the secondary
schools of RS- B&H, it is clear that the teaching of
occupational safety is not adequately represented.
Within the formal education system, occupational
safety education is based on practical teaching within
craft professions. In other occupations, systematic
learning about occupational safety does not exist,

which is evident from the opinions of students. In the
survey, the students answered they would like to learn
about occupational safety during their education. What
is worrying is the fact that 6% of students do not know
anything about the concepts of occupational safety and
30% of the respondents in the survey do not have even
the basic knowledge (according to pedagogical norms)
of the subject matter. The research reveals that
occupational safety education in the current formal RSB&H education system is not sufficient and that the
students are interested to acquire knowledge related to
it. Learning about the concepts of occupational safety
is carried out through informal learning, where only the
Occupational Safety Act stipulates one-day training.
The system of education in the Republic of SrpskaB&H is in many respects coinciding with the education
systems in the Republic of Serbia, Montenegro, and
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which implies
that the problem of occupational safety studies in the
formal system is not local but regional.
The results of the conducted analysis and the fact that
the only possibility of learning about occupational
safety is through practical training lead to the
conclusion that it is necessary to react systematically
and introduce the subject Occupational Safety and
Health into secondary vocational schools (1 hour per
week during the school year), and into other schools
through non-compulsory instruction or other forms of
school activities (clubs, workshops, semi-annual and
annual lectures). In this way, students would adopt a
certain level of theoretical knowledge about the
importance of occupational safety during formal
education. The acquired knowledge would increase
safety during practical training and enable easier
involvement in security processes and procedures
within a company.
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ZAŠTITA NA RADU U SISTEMU SREDNJEG STRUČNOG
OBRAZOVANJA U REPUBLICI SRPSKOJ-BOSNI I HERCEGOVINI
Mile Vajkić, Biljana Vranješ, Vesna Nikolić, Marko Đapan
Rezime: Obrazovanje za zaštitu na radu je neophodno u čitavom sistemu formalnog obrazovanja, a posebno u
sistemu srednjeg stručnog obrazovanja. Srednješkolsko obrazovanje i osposobljavanje za zaštitu na radu
podrazumeva sticanje konkretnih znanja i razvoj određenih psihofizičkih osobina, sposobnosti, veština i navika za
bezbedan rad, zaštitu zdravlja i šire, životne sredine (širi i kompleksniji aspekti prirodno-naučnih, tehničkotehnoloških i društvenih znanja), razvoj radnotehničke, zdravstvene i ekološke svesti, etike i kulture; profesionalno
usmeravanje i psihofizičko pripremanje prema zahtevima kulturnog i bezbednog ponašanja u radnoj i životnoj
sredini - u struci i zanimanju za koje je učenik ispoljio određeno interesovanje i sposobnost i dr Stečena znanja su
dobra osnova za njihovo dalje proširivanje i usavršavanje kako u radnom okruženju tako i u sistemu
visokoškolskog obrazovanja. Analiza postojećeg stanja u Republici Srpskoj pokazuje da se sadržaji zaštite na radu
izučavaju integralno - u okviru drugih predmetnih oblasti srednjeg stručnog obrazovanja. Rezultati istraživanja
imliciraju potrebu i značaj uvođenja posebnih predmetnih sadržaja za zaštitu na radu u sistemu srednjeg stručnog
obrazovanja u Republici Srpskoj.
Ključne riječi: zaštita na radu, srednje stručno obrazovanje, učenik.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS STUDIES AS
IMPORTANT PRINCIPLE OF HYGIENIC
STANDARDIZATION IN THE RUSSIAN
FEDERATION
Abstract: The main principles of occupational and general public
exposure to electromagnetic field (EMF) in the Russian Federation
have been presented. EMF hygienic standardization in Russia is based
on the results of complex hygienic, clinical, physiological,
epidemiological and experimental studies with peer-reviewed data.
The concept of threshold principle of occupational and environmental
factors exposure hazard effects is the basis of EMF permissible levels
substantiation. The data of experimental studies allow the receipt of
EMF hazard effects threshold levels. The main criteria of EMF
exposure hazard effects in evaluation of experimental study data are
the determination of long-term exposure effect threshold levels as well
as acute exposure effects. Dose (and time-dependence) approach,
which is included in hygienic regulation, allows specifying the value of
EMF permissible levels depending on time (exposure duration). This
approach is realized in occupational hygienic standards by
introduction of “power exposition” and “maximal permissible level”
terms, and in general public EMF hygienic standards by permissible
levels dependence on the possible duration of exposure.
Key words: biological effects, electromagnetic field, hygienic
regulation.

INTRODUCTION
The problem of occupational and general public
electromagnetic safety is very urgent in terms of
environmental electromagnetic pollution and human
health risks increase. The main sources of
electromagnetic field (EMF) are the equipment of
power- and radio transmission objects, radar and
navigation systems. Today, mobile and wireless
telecommunication systems play an essential role in
electromagnetic pollution. Therefore, general public
EMF exposure may be almost equal to the occupational
ones.

PRINCIPLES OF EMF HYGIENIC
REGULATION
The concept of threshold principle of occupational and
environmental factors exposure hazard effects has been
used for different frequency ranges of EMF permissible
levels substantiation. The data of EMF biological
effects experimental studies allow the receipt of the
levels of hazard threshold. The main criteria of EMF
exposure hazard effects in evaluation of experimental
study data are the determination of long-term (chronic)
exposure effects threshold levels as well as acute
exposure effects. The main discrepancy between the
Russian and the international EMF hygienic
standardization approaches are in different concepts of
“cumulative” or “acute” effects. Since EMF hygienic

norms in Russia are time-dependent, the principle
“protection by time” is based on biological responses
realization [1].
The Russian concept of EMF exposure biological
effects (depending on intensity) is divided into 3 zones:
sub-threshold zone, the zone of adaptive perception,
and the zone of hazard effects [2]. Each step of reaction
can be characterized by its own threshold EM values of
intensity and development times. The magnitude of
effect increases not only with the exposure intensity but
also with the time of exposure. Progress through stages
of reactions to EMF exposure of various intensities is
possible in order to define outcomes range. This range
can be divided into some areas. In the ideal case, the
transitions between areas represent the thresholds of the
exposure effects as shown in Figure 1.
EMF hygienic standards in the former USSR and in the
Russian Federation today have developed, as a rule, on
the basis of hygienic, clinical and physiological,
experimental, and recent epidemiological studies, as
well as scientific publication in the peer-reviewed
journals data. Hygienic researches are carried out with
the purpose to determine time-level EMF exposure
parameters in real conditions; clinical and physiological
studies are directed towards the analysis of
physiological functions of unfavorable changes;
epidemiological investigations are carried out to
analyze the remote consequences of factor exposure;
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and experimental studies should analyze the features
and character of EMF biological effects. The main
bases of EMF hygienic norms setting are the
experimental data of EMF exposure hazard and
biological
effects
threshold
determination.
Experimental studies play the leading role in hygienic
norms substantiation, taking into account the
experimental results, from animals to human transfer
criterion and hygienic safety factor (they differ
according to frequency ranges and emission modes).
Therefore, the Russian hygienic norms are more strict
than the “reference levels” which are defined in the
International guidelines [3,4].
lethal outcome

increase

damage threshold
the area of extreme action
hazard action threshold

the
intensity
of EM
energy
decrease


reparative
regeneration zone
area of
adaptation and
compensation

compensation
zone
physiological
adaptation zone

threshold of sensitivity
sub-threshold effect

Figure 1. The scale of biological effects depending on
different EMF exposure
For example, in case of 50 Hz EMF hygienic
standardization electric field, E (kV/m) and magnetic
induction (mT, T) level are set as ICNIRP [5]
reference levels and Action levels (AL) for magnetic
fields in EU Directive [6]. These parameters are used
for practical EMF exposure assessment. Furthermore,
Directive EU [6] introduces two distinct thresholds for
both the ELVs and the ALs for occupational exposure
conditions: low and high.
Protection by shortening exposure time is the key topic
in Russian occupational exposure hygienic norms [7]
and general public exposure norms [8], which vary
across the territories. The main distinctive
characteristic in the International hygienic guidelines
are based on the definition of EMF long-term exposure
adverse human health effect threshold and the concept
of EMF cumulative effects.
The power frequency of electric and magnetic field
international reference levels, EU Directive on ALs,
and maximum permissible levels in Russia are
compared in Table 1.

Table 1. Power frequency permissible limit values
Hygienic guideline
Min
Max
Permissible level E, kV/m
Occupational exposure
ICNIRP 2010
10
Directive 2013/35/EU
10
20
SanPiN 2.2.4.3359-16
5
25
General public exposure
ICNIRP 2010
5
Directive 1999/ 519/EC
5
SanPiN 2.1.2.2801-10
0.5
1-20*
Permissible level B, mT
Occupational exposure
ICNIRP 2010
1
Directive 2013/35/EU:
whole body
1
6
local to limb
18
SanPiN 2.2.4.3359-16:
whole body
0.1
2
local to limb
1
8
General public exposure
ICNIRP 2010
0.2
Directive 1999/ 519/EC
0.1
HN 2.1.8/2.2.4.2262-07
0.005
0.02
* 20 kV/m - Remote district
EU Directive permits two external electric field
thresholds for occupational exposure, in particular, 10
and 20 kV/m, as low and high AL respectively. Low
AL is equal to ICNIRP reference level and is based on
limiting the internal electric field below the ELVs (1.1
V/m for health effects and 0.14 V/m for sensory
effects) and limiting spark discharges in the working
environment [6]. Occupational exposure levels below
high AL (20 kV/m) mean that the internal electric field
does not exceed the ELVs and annoying spark
discharges are prevented, provided that the protection
measures have been taken [6].
As shown in Table 1, Russian norms permit 50 Hz
electric field occupational exposure levels in the range
from 5 to 25 kV/m, according to time dependency
presented in Figure 2.
Russian hygienic norms substantiation is based on the
long-term experimental studies with the goal to
determine the threshold of adverse health effects. These
data (with hygienic safety factor including) together
with hygienic, epidemiological and peer-reviewed
publications are substantiated by dose-dependent
hygienic norms.
According to SanPiN 2.2.4.3359-16 [7], minimum (5
kV/m) permissible level of power frequency electric
field occupational exposure is permitted during all
working day (8 hours). The maximum (25 kV/m)
permissible level is permitted during a short period up
to 10 min per day while other exposure at work should
be lower than 5 kV/m. In case when electric field levels
ranges between 5 kV/m and 20 kV/m, permissible
occupational exposure changes. Power frequency of
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electric field in occupational exposure hygienic norms
is different according to the exposure time, which is
represented by equation (1) as principle of protection
by time (Figure 2).

T

50
2
E

(1)

Figure 2. 50 Hz electric field occupational exposure
limits depending on work hours
If occupational exposure level is higher than 25 kV/m
the worker should use protective means, which reduces
the exposure level reduction below permissible levels.
Otherwise, working in such conditions is not allowed.
It is possible to compare Russian and EU permissible
levels by means of time dependency shown in Figure 2.
For example, low AL (10 kV/m) is permitted for a few
hours of exposure during the day in the EU, and 3
hours per day in Russia.
As presented in Table 1, 50 Hz electric field
permissible level for general public exposure is equal in
ICNIRP guidelines and EU Directives. However, these
values are higher than Russian norms. In addition,
SanPiN 2.1.2.2801-10 [8] permits several hygienic
norms for general public depending on possible
residence time and place. Inside of residential, public
and office buildings, the power frequency electric field
exposure should not exceed the minimum permissible
level (0.5 kV/m). The permissible exposure level on a
housing estate territory is 1 kV/m as well as at the
border of 330–1150 kV overhead transmission lines
right-of-way (sanitary-protective zones).
The principal protection by exposure time for the
general public is achieved by taking into account the
different type of territory and the length of general
public stay. In addition to the data from Table 1,
permissible level in residential areas is 1 kV/m; in
populated areas outside the residential buildings
permissible level is 5 kV/m; at intersections with I-IV
class roads - 10 kV/m and in unpopulated areas - 15
kV/m.
Permissible levels of occupational exposure to power
frequency magnetic field differ for total (whole body)
and local (limb) exposure.

Low AL (1 mT) is derived from the sensory effects
ELV and high AL (6 mT) is derived from the human
health effects. Also, ELV for internal electric field
related to electric stimulation of peripheral and
autonomous nerve tissues in head and trunk [6]. AL for
limbs exposure is derived from the health effects,
whereas ELVs for internal electric field is related to
electric stimulation of the tissues in limbs by taking
into account that the magnetic field is coupled more
weakly to the limbs than to the whole body [6].
Table 2 shows that Russian norms of 50 Hz magnetic
induction occupational exposure differ in case of the
whole body exposure from 0.1 to 2 mT, for limbs
exposure from 1 to 8 mT, and are significantly lower
than EU Directive for ALs. Russian norms of magnetic
induction exposure depend on work time per day and
are presented in Figure 3 in case of whole body
exposure.
According to SanPiN 2.2.4.3359-16 [7], whole body
minimum (0.1 mT) permissible level of magnetic
induction occupational exposure is permitted for all
working hours (8 hours) and maximum (2 mT)
permissible level is permitted up to 1 hour per day.
As shown in Figure 3, low AL (1 mT), permitted for all
work hours per day in EU and 2 hours per day only in
Russia. High AL (6 mT) is not allowed for whole body
occupational exposure in Russia, and for limb exposure
during 1.5 hours per day only.
As presented in Table 1, 50 Hz magnetic field
permissible level for general public exposure are the
highest in ICNIRP guidelines.
Russian hygienic norms permits different 50 Hz
magnetic field levels for general public exposure
depending on possible exposure time [8, 9]. The
minimum permissible limit value is 5 μT in premises,
educational and medical institutions.

Figure 3. 50 Hz magnetic induction occupational
exposure (whole-body) in hygienic norms depending on
work hours
Hygienic norm is 10 T for uninhabited premises of
residential buildings, public and office buildings,
manned territories; 20 T - for occupied district outside
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the zone of a housing estate, overhead transmission
lines and cable transmission line zone above 1 kV
including human activities other than power objects
maintenance.
The main
differences between occupational and
general public radiofrequency EMF exposure in
hygienic norms in the Russian Federation and the
western countries are similar to basic differences in
approaches to standardization, and they involve: the
application of various criteria of effects evaluation
(acute exposure effects as main criteria, "continuous"
standardization, “basic restriction”, “reference levels”,
specific absorption rate (SAR) from one side and
chronic (long term) exposure effects as main criteria,
cumulative effects, power density, power exposure
from another). Strong restriction in EMF hygienic
norms improvement, taking into account Russian and
International criteria, is an EMF dose concept. Russian
approach based on EMF cumulative effects does not
take into account the correction factors that depend on
radiation level. This parameter named “power
exposition” is not completely adequate to “dose”
definition, but takes into account possible effects of
radiofrequency EMF energy storage. This approach
allows the specification of EMF permissible levels
which depend on exposure duration within the
workday. Also, it provides more adequate evaluation of
personnel exposure by introducing “power exposition”
(PE) and “maximal permissible level” values – Table 2
and Table 3 [7]. Power exposition is calculated by
multiplication of electric field, or magnetic field value
(E and H) square to duration of exposure per workday,
or multiplication of power density value to duration of
exposure per workday.
Table 2. Power exposition values for different
radiofrequency EMF according to frequency ranges

Characteristics

PEЕ , (V/m)2h
PEН, (А/m)2h
PEPD,
(μW/cm2 )h

PE maximum permissible values
in different frequency ranges,
MHz
300.00.033.030.0300,0
3.0
30.0
300.0
00
20,00
7,000
800.0
0
200.0
-

-

-

Е, V/m
Н, A/m
PD, μW/cm2

CONCLUSION
The EMF Russian permissible levels are stricter than
other national and international reference levels,
because norms are based on EMF "cumulative"
biological effects approach. This approach used the
Russian concept of biological effects of EMF exposure
on the factor intensity and time. This concept is
realized in the shortest time possible with maximum
permissible level of occupational exposure and longer
exposure to lower EMF levels. Also, general public
EMF permissible levels also depend on exposure time.
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STUDIJE BIOLOŠKOG DEJSTVA ELEKTROMAGNETNIH POLjA KAO
VAŽNO NAČELO HIGIJENSKE STANDARDIZACIJE U
RUSKOJ FEDERACIJI
Perov Sergei, Nina Rubtsova, Elena Makarova-Zemlianskaia
Rezime: U radu su predstavljeni glavni principi za uspostavljanje standarda izloženosti stanovništva
elektromagnetnim poljima (EMP) i izloženosti radnika tokom profesionalnog angažmana u Ruskoj Federaciji.
Standardizacija u oblasti EMP u Rusiji zasniva se na rezultatima složenih higijenskih, kliničkih, fizioloških,
epidemioloških i eksperimentalnih studija iz kojih su objavljeni naučni rezultati. Koncept praga opasnosti u
radnoj i životnoj sredini se zasniva na dozvoljenim nivoima EMP-a. Podaci iz eksperimentalnih studija
omogućavaju uočavanje pragova pri biološkim efektima EMP-a. Glavni kriterijumi za uočavanje opasnosti pri
izloženosti EMF-u su evaluacija podataka eksperimentalnih studija pragova pri dugoročnoj izloženosti i akutnih
efekata izloženosti. Dozno (vremensko) zavisni pristup koji obuhvataju higijensku regulaciju, omogućava
određivanje vrednosti dozvoljenih nivoa EMF-a u zavisnosti od vremena (trajanje izloženosti). Ovaj pristup se
realizuje u profesionalnim higijenskim standardima uvođenjem termina „izloženost snage“ i „maksimalno
dozvoljenog nivoa“, i uopšteno javnim higijenskim standardima EMF-a prema dozvoljenim nivoima zavisnosti od
mogućeg trajanja izlaganja.
Ključne reči: biološki efekti, elektromagnetno polje, higijenska regulacija.
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kvalitet života što podrazumeva znatno više i
kompleksnije ciljeve od prostog uvećanja materijalnog
bogatstva, ali svakako uključuje očuvanje kvaliteta
životne sredine u kojoj jedinka ostvaruje svoju
egzistenciju.
Ova publikacija nastala je sa namerom autora da
poveže određene tehničke, organizacione i ekološke
aspekte projektantskih aktivnosti koje su posebno
važne za očuvanje kvaliteta životne sredine, bilo da se
radi o pojedinačnim artefektima ili kompleksnim
antropogenim tvorevinama. Rukopis takođe predstavlja
izvestan doprinos nastojanjima da se podigne nivo
ekološke svesti inženjera, projektanata i donosilaca
odluka koji
svojim profesionalnim aktivnostima
direktno ili indirektno, dominantno utiču na biofizičko
okruženje u segmentima koji su delimično ili potpuno
izvan sfere njihovih kompetencija, ali koji ostavljaju
dugoročne ekološke i društvene posledice.

„ODRŽIVO PROJEKTOVANjE I
ŽIVOTNA SREDINA“
Globalni problemi u životnoj sredini uticali su na
percepciju donosilaca odluka o neophodnosti
promišljenog i pravovremenog reagovanja na neodržive
trendove u proizvodnji, potrošačkim navikama
stanovništva i razvoju društvenih odnosa. Uočeno je, i
u praksi potvrđeno, da se problemi vezani za rastuće
količine otpada, nisku energetsku efikasnost i
smanjenje biološke raznovrsnosti moraju rešavati
sistemski i sveobuhvatno. Ostvarivanje koncepta o
održivom razvoju podrazumeva održive privredne i
potrošačke aktivnosti sa manjim negativnim efektima
na životnu sredinu, ali zahteva i brojne inovativne
razvojne planove na nivou individualnih privrednih
subjekata.
Usvajanjem Nacionalne strategije održivog razvoja i
Akcionog plana za njeno sprovođenje, Srbija je
pokazala spremnost da reformiše privredu i društvo
kako bi ostvarila dinamičan ali i održivi razvoj.
Nacionalna strategija je u skladu sa „Evropskom
strategijom do 2020. godine“ koja predviđa razvoj
zasnovan na održivom rastu, inovacijama, znanju,
„zelenom preduzetništvu“ i na privredi koja efikasno
koristi resurse, poštujući principe zaštite životne
sredine. Međutim, na putu ka ovom ambicioznom cilju
još je mnogo izazova. Ciljeve održivog razvoja moguće
je dosegnuti tek ukoliko se novonastale promene stave
u širi kontekst i problemi rešavaju integralno. Potrebno
je obrazovati buduće donosioce odluka tako da budu u
stanju da sagledavaju uzročno-posledične veze kada
upravljaju promenama u industriji, društvu i životnoj
sredini. U središtu kocepta o održivom razvoju je

Publikacija predstavlja sublimaciju višegodišnjih
autorovih istraživanja na polju ekološki odgovornog
projektovanja,
eko-dizajna,
produkt-centričnog
upravljanja kvalitetom životne sredine i proučavanja
civilizacijskog konflikta koji nastaje u sučeljavanju
razvojnih tendencija sa interesom da se zaštiti životna
sredina i unapređuju društveni odnosi. Zbog toga
monografija sadrži autocitate i fragmente tekstova koji
je autor sa svojim kolegama u nizu proteklih godina
objavljivao u renomiranim međunarodnim i domaćim
publikacijama, monografijama i časopisima na spektar
relevantnih tema, sa nemerom da zainteresovanom
čitaocu pruži određene informacije o hronološkom
razvoju pojedinih koncepata i ideja.
Izloženi koncepti, metodi i bibliografski podaci bi
mogli koristiti istraživačima različitih tehničkih,
humanističkih i upravljačkih provenijencija, ali i svima
koji se u svom profesionalnom okruženju, posredno i
neposredno, susreću sa sličnom problematikom. Svojim
najvećim delom ova publikacija bi mogla da koristi i
studentima visokoškolskih institucija koji se bave
problemima eko-menadžmenta, organizacije privrednih
aktivnosti, zaštite životne sredine i ekološki
odgovornog projektovanja.
Namera autora nije bila da favorizuje određene
pristupe, koncepte i strategije, već da čitalaštvu ponudi
još jedan potencijalno koristan sadržaj koji će
zainteresovani pojedinci, po svom nahođenju i u skladu
sa svojim iskustvim, moći da koriste kako bi svoja
istraživanja, ili profesionalnu praksu, obogatili novim
saznanjima. Publikacija je koncipirana kao literatura
koja može postati izvor motivacije i inspirisati
pojedince u istraživanju u industriji da svojim
aktivnostima
doprinesu
ekološki
odgovornom
projektovanju dobara i usluga.
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TERMOVIZIJSKE KAMERE
Instrumenti za termovizijsku dijagnostiku

različitih bolesti i pre nego što su doživeli punu kliničku sliku
pa je značajna njena uloga u ranom otkrivanju i prevenciji.

Termovizijska dijagnostika se koristi u tehničke i medicinske
svrhe, a posebno je našla primenu u zaštiti i bezbednosnim
sistemima. Termovizijske kamere omogućavaju da ljudsko
oko sagleda ono što ne može da vidi. Svako telo emituje
određenu količinu energije koja može da se registruje
kamerom za termoviziju.
Na osnovu rezultata snimanja ili posmatranja kroz objektiv
kamere, registruje se infracrveno ili toplotno zračenje i
najnižeg stepena, a omogućava se izuzetno precizno merenje
temperature bez ikakvog kontakta sa objektom čije se fizičke
karakteristike mere. Na osnovu rezultata dobijenih
testiranjem moguće je napraviti preciznu evaluaciju
mehaničkih, termičkih, električnih i bioloških procesa.
Informacije o struji, voltaži, otporu i energiji su dragoceni za
adekvatno postavljanje električnih instalacija i njihovo
puštanje u rad.
Kineska kompanija Wuhan Guide Infrared, koju na našem
tržištu zastupa "Aleksandar Inženjering", godinama
unapređuje tehnologiju registrovanja termalne, odnosno
infracrvene energije. Termovizijske kamere "Wuhan Guide
Infrared" su tehnološki superiorni proizvodi, visokih
performansi i za životnu sredinu neškodljivi.
Za industriju
TP8 serija

Za zaštitu od požara, zaštitu radne i životne sredine
Protivpožarna ručna termička kamera IR1190 je opremljena
sa detektorom ultravisoke rezolucije, što joj omogućuje
prikazivanje slike besprekorne jasnoće, a time se pomaže
vatrogascima da vide kroz oblake dima i da identifikuju
moguće žrtve pre nego što do dođe do povrede, ili smrti

EasIR Serija i EasIR-9
EasIR Serija je nova infracrvena kamera
proizvođača Guide, koja pomera granice
infracrvenog snimanja svojim odličnim
karakteristikama i niskom cenom.
Dizajnirana je za rad pod teškim radnim
uslovima i za korisnike, koji ne moraju
biti visoko obučeni, EasiR Serija je
otporna na udarce i robus tna i pod
najtežim radnim uslovima.
Za medicinu
Termovizijske kamere vrlo lako i precizno detektuju
detektuju temperatune razlike pojedinih delova površine tela
čoveka i životinja i mogu se koristiti u mnogim medicinskih
granama kao u epidemiologiji, virusologiji, reumatologiji,
hirurgiji, dijagnostici kancera, metaboličkih bolesti,
vaskularnih promena, stomatologiji, kao i za otkrivanje

Napredna tehnologija infracrvenog merenja temperature vam
pomaže da odredite tačan izvor vatre, a time da donesete
tačnu i blagovremenu odluku, koja neće biti ugrožena od
strane nepreciznosti merenja detektora. Na raspolaganju je i
bežični prenos video informacija, kojim se može ostvariti
slanje žive slike iz prve ruke u komandni centar, gde se onda
mogu doneti brze i precizne odluke.
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